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Dedication: The 1984 Spectrum

In August of 1983, Mr. Peter W. Boyd and his family moved from the little white house on
Mountainview and took up residence near Concord, New Hampshire as Peter began a new career as

Head of the Science Department at Pittsfield High School in Pittsfield, New Hampshire. This closed

the book at twenty-one chapters on the outstanding career of one of the finest people and most
dedicated teachers at Stanstead.

Peter and his wife, Roberta, whom he met while attending Dubuque University, came to Stanstead
in the summer of 1962 when he was hired as the Co-Director of Athletics and began teaching biology,

general science and physical education in the fall of that year. During the twenty years that followed,

Mr. Boyd wore numerous hats and his efforts in all areas paid dividends to both the students and the

College.

Academically, one has to only speak to the students that Peter taught to discover that he was not

only completely involved with his subject but, more importantly, they appreciated the fact that he had
the gift of being able to influence most of his students to feel the same way.

Athletically, his truly remarkable coaching career and accomplishments resulted in many productive

seasons for teams at Stanstead, most notably in Cross-Country Running, Senior Hockey and Track
and Field. I would simply like to say that, while the victories far outnumbered the defeats, Mr. Boyd,
more significantly, instilled in his competitors the desire and dedication to do well and that they

should take pride in both themselves and their school. He also set an excellent example of what the

values of sportsmanship and athletics are all about to those he coached.
On a more social side, Peter served as the Housemaster of Colby House for one year and has

always been, according to the various housemasters over the years, a first rate teacher on duty both
for the residences in which he did duty and the boys in them. There have been many, many students

who have learned a lot about growing up other than academically or athletically through their contact

with Mr. Boyd.
For many years, Peter also held the post of Director of Admissions and because of his dedication

to the school and what it stood for, did an outstanding job interviewing and recommending ac-

ceptance for those students whom he felt would contribute the most to the school and gain the most
from a Stanstead education and growing up in the Stanstead environment.
Within the community, Peter was active in the international summer swim project while Roberta

organized and operated a nursery school, did supply teaching, was active with the Brownies and Girl

Guides, played a significant role within the churches in town and did duty in Colby House after it

became a girls’ residence. Currently, their older daughter, Laurie, is attending Bishop’s University in

Lennoxville, Quebec while their other daughter, Cyndy, is finishing her high school in New Hamp-
shire.

Needless to say, the College will miss the services of a man with Peter’s talents and his ability to

carry them through to the advantage of all. His colleagues on the staff will miss him and wish him
and his family every success in their new start. However, because Mr. Boyd went out of his way to

help the students at Stanstead so much in so many ways, I have to feel it is unfortunate that many
other young people who attend Stanstead in the future will not have the opportunity to be touched by
this man.
When was the last time you remember Mr. Boyd unwilling to give his time to a student,

disorganized and unprepared, sloppily dressed and without his shoes shined or not wearing a

somewhat flamboyant tie to school to keep the attention of the students?

Brian Denney
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In Memoriam

James Harold Etcheverry “Etch”

1955-1983

No man is an island, entire of itself;

everyman is a piece of the main ... and any

man’s death diminishes me, because I am
involved in mankind; and therefore never send

to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for

thee.

John Donne
1573-1631

On September 21st, Stanstead College staff and Alumni were deeply saddened and stunned by the

news that Jim Etcheverry had died tragically in a fire at his apartment in Montreal.

Jim came to Stanstead in the fall of 1971 and graduated in the spring of 1975. During his four

years at the College Jimmy became a very popular member of the school body and made many
friends amongst both the students and faculty.

He was an excellent athlete and those of us who knew Jim well and worked closely with him will

always remember the outstanding contributions he made to both the football and basketball

programme at Stanstead and the recognition he gained not only for himself but for Stanstead College

as well.

Jim played basketball at the varsity level all four years and significantly helped Stanstead to remain

one of the better basketball schools in the area. In his last two years he was the team captain and also

the recipient of the Dr. E.C. Amaron Trophy as the most valuable player, becoming one of only a

few students to ever receive this trophy on more than one occasion.

However, his first love was football and he simply excelled in the varsity football programme. In

his grade 9 year Jim started as a defensive half and was backup quarterback on a team that posted an

unblemished 7-0 record. For the next three seasons he was the starting quarterback and during Jim’s

years at the helm the Spartans compiled a 19-4 record, including one undefeated season and two

Eastern Townships Interscholastic Athletic Conference Championships. His personal accomplishments

include being the team captain in his senior year, being a two time winner of the W.A. Ketchen

Trophy as the team’s most valuable player and, perhaps his greatest honour, the winner of the Pea

Head Walker Memorial Trophy as the most outstanding high school player in the province of

Quebec.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Etcheverry were the guests of honour at the annual Old Boys’ football game

this fall and in a pre-game ceremony, Alex Philip, the Director of Athletics and Head Football

Coach, honoured Jim’s memory by retiring his number 14 and presenting his sweater to the Et-

cheverry family.

As Jim’s coach, adviser and friend I speak for all of us who worked with him when I say how
privileged I was to have had the opportunity to know Jim and that Stanstead College is richer today

for Jim having passed our way. The Stanstead College Family all share in this loss of one of its

members, but those of us who knew Jim “Etch” Etcheverry will remember him with fondness.
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Is Dedicated to Mr. Peter W. Boyd

The Department of Athletics is pleased and honoured to be able to say thank

you to a long-time member of its coaching and supervisory staff, Peter Boyd.
Peter’s contribution to athletic teams from 1962-1983 have been duly

recorded. His accomplishments in senior hockey, cross-country running and
track and field are well known and stand second to none in the history of

athletics at Stanstead College.

As a university colleague and fraternity brother of Peter’s, I also have had
the privilege and good fortune of working and coaching with him. His

dedication and enthusiasm will always be remembered.

Alex Philip

Director of Athletics
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Headmaster’s

Message

This past school year has been a good one and it will be celebrated

and recorded in picture and word in this yearbook. As with any

human enterprise, nothing is accomplished without planning, great

effort, organization and some driving force behind it. Mr. Peter

Ashworth and the editorial staff of the yearbook have provided all of

these characteristics with great dash and enthusiasm, and I

congratulate them on a well done job.

Students and teachers have all contributed to a fine year in every

respect. Collectively and individually, the students at Stanstead

College have made their mark this year and I hope that the school

and its teachers have left lasting effects on the character of our

graduates which will serve them well all their lives.

To all students of this year, and especially the graduates, I would

like to say this: celebrate your achievements, but take time to give

thanks and recognitions to those who made it all possible.

Best wishes to you all.

K.H. Barry Gallant

Faculty

HEADMASTER
DEPUTY HEADMASTER
BUSINESS MANAGER
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
DIRECTOR OF ACADEMICS
SENIOR HOUSE DIRECTOR

Mr. K.H.B. Gallant, M.A.
Mr. A. J. Philip, M.Sc.

Mr. P.A. Wood, B.Sc., B.A. Sc.

Mr. M.R. Peirce, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. R. Peirce, B.A., Dip.Ed.

Mr. P. Ashworth, B.A.

Mr. David Brown, B.Math, B.Ed.

Ms. Patty Carleton, B.Math, B.Ed.

Mr. Peter Channell

Mr. Richard Chen, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.

Mr. Brian Denney, B.A., B.Ed.

Mrs. Dorothy Duncan, B.A.

Mr. Paul Duncan, M.A.
Ms. Daniele Dumont, B.A., Dip.Ed.

Mrs. Doris Edgar
Mr. Andy Elliot, B.A., B.Ed.

Mr. Anthony Eveleigh, Dip.Ed.

Mr. Diego Gomez, M.A.
Mrs. Margaret Graham, Dip.Ed.

Mr. Peter Howard, Dip.Ed.

Mr. David Sutherland, B.Sc., B.Ed.

Ms. Marie Vautier, M.A., Dip.Ed.

Mr. William Walker, B.A.

Mathematics, Computer Science

Assistant House Director, Bugbee
Mathematics, Computer Science

Physical Education, Swimming
Chemistry
Director of Studies, History

English, English Second Language
Department Head, Languages French

Assistant House Director, Colby

French

House Director, Colby
Economics, Mathematics, History

Department Head, Mathematics /Science

Mathematics

French, Spanish

Art

English

Assistant House Director, Davis

Physics, Biology, Mathematics

French

Geography, History
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Farewell

Mr.

Grivell

Shown here in this pic-

ture: Mr. Grivell stands

between two close

friends. From left to

right: Mr. Denney, Mr.
Grivell, and Mr. Boyd.

Mr. Jay Grivell joined our Stanstead Family in the summer of 1979 and played a very active and positive role at the College

until he left us following the 1982-83 school year.

Athletically, Mr. Grivell coached the senior boys’ football each year in the fall and was very involved in the basketball

programme, as he coached the junior boys and both senior and junior girls while he was at Stanstead.

In other areas Mr. Grivell also made an outstanding contribution. He taught English and History. In the summer of 1980 he
and his family moved from Macintosh House into the ‘barracks’ of the old R.C.M.P. building where Mr. and Mrs. Grivell

operated the junior girls’ residence. He further involved himself by taking over the Public Speaking and Debating Clubs. Mrs.
Grivell did duty in the girls’ residence, worked in the Library, did some part time teaching and generally helped whenever and
wherever she could. Both Mr. and Mrs. Grivell were members of the Curling Club and Mr. Grivell was active in the Boy Scouts
organization. In the summer Mr. Grivell still works in the school’s two week computer camp. In his free time Mr. Grivell likes

to fish and, in 1983, he trained for and successfully ran two marathons.
What both students and staff will remember the most about Mr. Grivell was his ever present good nature and his kindness

and willingness to help anyone who cared to ask. His easy going manner earned him the affectionate nicknames of “slo-mo”
and “speedy”.
Mr. and Mrs. Grivell and their two sons John and Christopher presently live in Grand’Mere, Quebec where both Mr. and

Mrs. Grivell are full time teachers at Shawinigan High School. We will all miss them and wish them all the luck in the future.

Brian Denney
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Colby House 1939.

Bubee House 1959. LeBaron Hall 1969.

Davis House 1958.

Holmes Model School 1903. Recreation Hall 1905.
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BACK ROW: Mr. P. Ashworth, Mr. A. Elliot, Mr. D. Gomez, Mr. T. Eveleigh, Mr.
R. Chen, Mr. P. Channel, Mr. A. Philip.

MIDDLE ROW: Mr. M. Peirce, Mrs. D. Edgar, Mrs. D. Duncan, Mr. B. Walker,

Mr. R. Peirce, Mr. P. Duncan, Mr. P. Wood, Mr. D. Sutherland, Mr. P. Howard,
Mr. D. Brown.
FRONT ROW: Mrs. J. Philip, Mrs. B. Carruthers, Miss P. Carlton, Miss D.

Dumont, B. Gallant, Headmaster; Mrs. M. Graham, Miss M. Vautier, Mr. B.

Denney.
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Librarians

Nurses
Mrs. V. Reynolds
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Headmaster’s, Business and Development

TOP, LEFT: C. Jacques, Account-

ant.

RIGHT: J. Peirce, Secretary to the

Headmaster.

MIDDLE, LEFT: J. Cass, Secre-

tary.

RIGHT: J. MacDonald, Develop-

ment Office.

BOTTOM, LEFT: C. Peirce, Ac-

counting Clerk.

RIGHT: P. Wood, Business Man-
ager.
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H. Stremmelaar, R. Dorais, A. Silver, L. Reynolds.

L. Reynolds, Supervisor; R.

Dorais, C. Haskell, S. Lang, E.

Martin, C. Rodrigue, A. Silver,

H. Stremmelaar.
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Spectrum Staff

THE SPECTRUM STAFF

THE EDITORS: Matthew Harding
Mike Khalil

Eddy Lyon
Andrea Mickie

Louise Paradis

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR: Penny Loome

THE STAFF: Andrew Battah

Paul Chan
Derrick Fung
Kristin MacPherson
Jason St. Amour
Deanna Zamora

ARTISTS: Geoff Gallant

Fred Juster

Robert Reynolds

ADVERTISING: Jonathan Chaplin

Carola Bunge
J.F. Prieur

PHOTOGRAPHY LAB:

NON SURVIVORS WHO
CONTRIBUTED TO THE
YEARBOOK:

John Blois

Colin Mickie
Bernard Fleury

Eric Lafreniere

Andrew Schell

Keith Forsyth

Mike Gisser

Billy Lecomples
Peter Morris
Pierre Roux

ADVISOR: Mr. Peter Ashworth

Advisor’s Message
t I was getting myself into when I offered to take over the SPECTRUM
Je I have learned a fantastic amount, not only about how to get a year-

ut the students who do the work. They are a breed unto themselves and

raise than I have space to record. Their names appear above and I will

se Paradis won the yearbook award this year and she together with the

Tiajority of the work upstairs in the yearbook room. Downstairs in the

"olin Mickie did the majority of the work as well as the training of the

jf advisor knowing nothing about the job. I received tremendous support

master and many other fellow staff members. To them I say ‘merci mille

ney an extra special thank you for submitting so many articles,

and I certainly learned how not to run the yearbook. We met all our

time in many years and we have produced the largest ‘SPECTRUM’ for

nber. We have already started on the plans for the 85 yearbook and it will

Me lot better.

Peter Ashworth



Opening Day
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As Our

Cameras

Saw It
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Dress for a Dollar Day

Greaser Day
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‘Mixed Company’

from Yale
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Variety Show 1984
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Davis House

DAVIS HOUSE 1983-1984

It is always difficult to adapt to a new situation.

The returning Davisites had to put up with the

incoming Bugbeeites, the green new boys, the

continued presence of Sam and her master, and, of

course, the new housemaster with strange ideas.

After the initial shock, the Davis House com-

munity settled down to the day to day adventures

of a boys’ residence in a boarding school. We had

the night stalkers, the jocks, the intellects, the

Germs, the punkers, long hair, short hair, the usual

compulsory study crowd, the new lounge with the

microwave, the committee with the Davis

Destroyer, the prefects with breakfast check-off and

who knows what else.

Looking back over the trials and tribulations of

my first year in Davis House, I have to smile. I

actually survived!!! I really have to thank the

groups that made it possible. To Dave Sutherland,

who was great support throughout the year, thanks.

To the TODs, who brave the halls of Davis House,

thanks. To the Prefects, who made it possible to

walk the halls of Davis House, thanks. To the

Committee, who always could come up with new

ideas, thanks. To the Grade 12’s, who made sure

the Grade 10’s were quiet during exam period,

thanks. To the Grade ll’s, who felt they were as

good as the Grade 12’s but certainly better than the

10’s, thanks. To the Grade 10’s, who quickly grew

up to the lifestyle of the house, thanks. Actually,

thanks to all Davis House. I enjoyed the year

thoroughly. .. _ .

Mr. M. Peirce
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Colby House

The residents of Colby House made a

strong start to this ’83-’84 school year.

The first report saw 31 names on the

Honours List. The second and third

reports showed 25.

We are proud of our Sr. Soccer Team
who placed first in their league.

There are 61 Colby residents this year.

This includes 7 day-girls. The students

come from 1 1 countries.

There are among us those who have
different ideas about house-rules! Such
as ‘lights-out’. Early a.m. picnics and
clog-dancing are among the alternate

choices, to say nothing of the parade of
masked midnight apparitions who pass

by muttering in Spanish.

Of course the grey-haze area at the

end of the third floor remains the in-

place for socializing. Pizza and curly-Q’s

hold top place for menu choices, while

the Pepsi delivery-men will long

remember the climb to the 3rd floor

with our Diet-Pepsi order.

The sound of guitar-music and the

blend of voices singing ‘The Rose’ will

haunt my memories for years to come.
My best wishes to the Colby

Graduates. May your memories of

residence-life at Stanstead be warm and
lasting.

Doris K. Edgar
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Bugbee House has had a very good year. We opened in September with

thirty-eight junior boys of whom 50% were new students. The six prefects, all

of whom had spent at least one year as Juniors in Bugbee, together with the

help of the elected House Committee, got to work immediately and helped our

large new student population get acquainted with life at Stanstead. They did an

excellent job and very soon Bugbee House was running itself.

At the end of last year and the beginning of this year the students got

together and formed the Betamax Club. With the help of parents, the students

got together enough money to purchase their own Betamax and to join two

clubs. The House Committee, who organized the Betamax Club as well as the

tuck shop and soft drink machine, branched out into selling hot dogs, smoked

meat sandwiches and pizzas in a borrowed microwave. This became quite

profitable and soon, with the help of some parents, we were able to purchase a

microwave for the house.

This has been a good year for the students. I would like to thank the

prefects and the house committee for all their help and good work. Many
thanks are also due to Miss Patty Carieton, our Assistant House Director for

all her help and last, but not least, to my wife and Miss Carieton for all their

work in the kitchen and other areas, trying to make our atmosphere as close to

a family one as possible.

P. Ashworth, House Director.
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Davis House Committee

BACK ROW: Mr. M. Pierce, J. Chaplin, K. Forsyth.
FRONT ROW: J. Gilchrist, T. Xenos, C. Duvert, C. Perlman.

While the prefects in

each house are responsible

for helping to make things

run smoothly, the house
committees are responsible

for the organization of

events and activities and
act as a voice for the

house members.
The Davis House Com-

mittee is an elected body
of students who others feel

will represent them well in

many responsibilities. This

year the committee is very

much more involved with

the houses than it has been
for several years. During
the first half of the year

we have accomplished
many things, including the

organization of open
house, making sandwiches

on Sunday nights, selecting

weekly video movies, and
our two biggest achieve-

ments yet, organizing the

house purchase of a

microwave oven, and
convincing the house
directors to change the

hours given for missing

and being late for break-

fast.

Jonathan Chaplin

Colby House Committee

BACK ROW: A. Mickie, Mrs. D. Edgar, J. Edgar, I. Tisseur, Mile. D.
Dumont, C. Bunge.

FRONT ROW: S. Hernandez, D. Valois, L. Peynado, P. Loome, C.
Haywood.

The main function of the House
Committee is as a group of middle
‘women’ between the students of
the house and Mrs. Edgar. Any
grievances to be made or bitching

to be done is taken to the com-
mittee and then to Mrs. Edgar. (A
lot of the house’s wrath then falls

on Mr. Reynolds and his crew and
hopefully all the wrongs are

righted).

This year the House Committee
was responsible for organizing the

House Christmas Party with a tree

and presents for all underneath.
The committee was also respon-

sible for organizing the Colby ice

sculpture; and with twenty
suggestions, ranging from a Diet

Pepsi can to a Broom Hilda, it

was quite hard choosing a subject.

Thanks to my fellow committee
members and good luck to next

year’s. Finally, thank you Mrs.
Edgar for all your work in the

house.

Penny Loome
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Bugbee House Committee

BACK ROW: Mr. P. Ashworth, Miss P. Carleton.

FRONT ROW: B. Fleury, J. St Amour, A. Schell, L. Doire, E. Lyon.

This year there were five committee

members elected, three from grade nine

and two from grade eight. The members
are Jason St. Amour, Andrew Schell,

Eddy Lyon, Bernard Fleury and Louis

Doire. The new members, Jason,

Andrew and Eddy, who, despite being

new on the job, did a great deal of work

to help the prefects and Mr. Ashworth.

The chief responsibilities of the

committee members are to set a good
example and to take care of any com-
plaints. If the complaints are not easily

taken care of then they are taken to

either the prefects or to Mr. Ashworth

or Miss Carleton. This year the com-
mittee members have accomplished

many things. For example, last year we
had enough money to start a new video

club, which made it possible for people

to watch good movies during the

weekends. For this year we opened our

own tuck shop, which ten students from

the house run. The tuck shop raised

enough money to start selling our

delicious smoked meat sandwiches.

With the profits from these and the soft

drink machine, we will soon purchase

our own microwave oven.

I would like to thank my fellow

committee members in particular and

the students of Bugbee in general for

helping make the year such a smooth

flowing and pleasant one.

Bernard Fleury

Food Committee

The main purpose of

the food committee is to

complain! Claude always

uses the same comeback
for our complaints,

“Yes, but I follow the

recipe!”

The food committee

meets every Wednesday
at break to discuss the

quality of the food in

the past week and take a

look at the menu for the

coming week. Another

food committee function

is to plan menus for

special occasions like the

Christmas dinner, and
buffets for dances.

Finally special thanks

to Claude, and thank

you to all the kitchen

staff for their hard work
thoughout the year.

Tim Beal

LEFT TO RIGHT: C. Perez, N. Hess, Mrs. B. Carruthers, Mr. W. Walker, C.

Bourgoin, Mr. P. Wood, T. Beal.
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Animation Committee

BACK ROW: J. Chaplin, J. Brault, M. Gisser, Mrs. D. Duncan, S. Walker, J.

Richards, O. Nienkamper.

FRONT ROW: T. Xenos, I. Innus, J. St Amour, P. Roux, L. Duncan, P.

Morris.

ABSENT: M. Khalil.

The Animation Committee is

the committee which basically

organizes the school’s social

activities such as dances, movies,

and the carnival. This year we’ve

had an exceptional group with

several old members returning.

The process in which each

member is chosen is that every

house has an election in which

two members are elected each

year. The old members return to

the committee each year and also

the head prefect.

The 1983-84 edition of the

Animation Committee included

returning members Marie-Josee

Brault, Ottilie Nienkamper, Tony

Xenos, Mike Khalil, and Michael

Gisser. The new members are

Ilona Innus, Pierre Roux, Jason

St Amour, Lynnea Duncan,

Johnathan Chaplin, and Head

Prefect Simon Walker. Of

course, we can’t take all the

credit, our advisor, Mrs.

Duncan, is the chief reason the

Animation Committee is still in

existence. She bonds our ideas

and makes the final decision.
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BACK ROW: C. Perez, M. Gisser, T. Eryou, T. Burgis, R. Burgis, A. Wadleigh, J.F.

Juster.

MIDDLE ROW: S. Hernandez, I. Innus, J. Lepine, P. Kelly, J. Wong, N. Itoh, N.
Roux, S. Pickard.

FRONT ROW: J. Brault, T. Haitas, Mr. B. Gallant, S. Walker, P. Loome.

The prefect system is

an integral part of Stan-

stead life, performing

the useful function of

go-between for the staff

and student body.

Prefects are selected

by the staff and existing

prefects from the grade

twelve and eleven stud-

ents. The job of prefect

is quite a difficult one as

we tread the narrow

path between over-toler-

ance and over-discipline.

Our basic function is to

keep the school running

smoothly, helping the

students and assisting

the teachers in their

duties. Hopefully this

year we can be consid-

ered a successful group.

Simon Walker,

Head Prefect.

Sports Committee

The Athletic Com-
mittee consists of M.
Gisser, A. Wadleigh, C.

Bunge, Mr. Phillip and
myself. Our duties are

fairly minimal but we do
assist Mr. Phillip in

organizing the athletic

assemblies each year.

We also help in setting

up the All-Campus
League each spring.

Simon Walker,

Chairperson

M. Gisser, A. Wadleigh, A. Phillip, S. Walker, C. Bunge.



Choir

BACK ROW: J. Cantor, K. Forsyth, M. Gisser, R. Burgis, T, Haitas, J.F. Juster, C.

P6rez, J. Emms, Mr. A. Philip.

MIDDLE ROW: Mr. R. Chen, E. Lyon, L. Duncan, V. Neumann, O. Neinkamper,

L. Lakdawala, A. Amaron, B. Chen, S. Mohare.

FRONT ROW: L. Peynado, S. Fradet, J. Brault, S. Pickard, S. Hernandez, L.

Robertson, L. Juster.

The choirs’ first practice

in the late fall is chaos. The
tenors and basses can’t re-

member their parts and the

soprano’s tend to drown
everyone else out. The peo-

ple new to the choir are also

shy to sing. Though, some-

how through time and prac-

tice, we begin to sing as a

group. Then, when every-

one knows what they are

doing, problems develop.

The “Spanish Connection’’

still whispers the words and

our biggest bass tends to

speed up the tempo. Mostly

the choir will fool around

during practice. You see,

it’s hard for a group who
likes to sing to stay quiet.

Problems still surface at the

church rehearsal. On top of

not being loud enough, the

choir has a problem learn-

ing how to stand at the

same time!

The Christmas perform-

ance goes well, then we wait

until Spring where we
repeat the entire routine

again for our Baccalaureate

performance.

Sarah Pickard,

Lifeguards

L. Paradis, Mr. P. Channell, K. Laperle.

This year the lifeguards consisted of Mr. Channell, Kim
Laperle and myself. Mr. Channell took care of the regular

duties such as swim classes, Saturday afternoon free swim and

any extracurricular activities. He was also kind enough to

guard the pool when the handicapped children came to swim.

Kim took duties on Fridays for free swim, and she and 1

alternated Sunday afternoon duties. We were lucky enough not

to have any accidents or anybody drown on us.

Thank you Mr. Channell for all your help and guidance this

year. And thank you to Kim for being a good partner. In all it

was a good year and I have enjoyed being a lifeguard.

Louise Paradis
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The Spectrum 1983-84 was a true journey into the unknown for all of us.

We were all new to the experience except maybe one or two. Even the big

man himself was jumping with both feet, but it didn’t take long for him to

become familiar with the workings of the yearbook. It has never been done

quite like this before, which showed from our lack of knowledge about picas

and 30 point English Bold lettering.

Our copy and layout section was made up of 20 people working in groups

of five, four days a week. And on the weekends the obsessed ones would

come back for more. We are very grateful to Mike Khalil, Matthew Harding

and Eddy Lyon for putting up with us in that little blue room.

We also have a large number of people working for us behind the cameras

and in the dark. We appreciate all the work done by the photographers and

people in the darkroom for all the pictures taken, retaken and all the ones

printed and reprinted.

Our life-savers were Josee Brault and Caroline McRae who did most of

our typing faster than our one-finger typing staff.

Things didn’t always go as planned, things went wrong, articles weren’t

written, pictures weren’t taken. Everyone did his fair share of grumbling and

complaining. But once we got past all that, we had fun being with, and

working with, the people.

Thank you to our contributing editor. Penny Loome, for all her help and

organization. Extra special thanks to Mr. Ashworth for all his time and work

without whom there wouldn’t have been a yearbook.

No one will ever really know just how much work was put into this book

except the people who put in the work. All in all, we enjoyed the experience

and we hope the yearbook is worth it.

J-fere's tlje

Andrea Mickie

Louise Paradis



Rifle Club

The rifle club has operated steadily

throughout the year, as usual, and achieved a

very reasonable measure of success. We have, so

far, won 17 bronze medals, 8 silvers, and 2

golds. Johnny Wong and Robert Burgis have

won the Sharpshooter Award and Eddy Lyon,

also acting as range assistant, has nearly

completed this extremely difficult and rarely

achieved award.

Over the past 15 years, less than ten students

have managed to acquire the very high degree of

skilled marksmanship requisite for this very

difficult sharpshooter Standard in addition to

their bronze, silver, and gold.

Capt. P. Howard.

GOLD MEDALISTS
BACK ROW: A. Johnson, N. Itoh, E. Lyon, S.

Hernandez, P. Howard, Coach.
FRONT ROW: J. Wong, R. Burgis.
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The Model Train Club

The Model Train Club has been off to a very slow start this

year. The advisor has taken over the organization of the

yearbook and thus little time has been left over. However, the

rough mountains have been started and hopefully these will be
completed as the last pieces of track are spiked down this year.

Scenery will be the main emphasis for phase three which,

hopefully, will be underway before school opens next September.

Mr. P. Ashworth

Pingpong/Pool Clubs
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This year’s Germs were made
up of a cast of many. To
become a Germ you must be in

grade 11 or 12, enrolled in a

Germ training course since age

3, (some exceptions have been
made), and be a non-conformist.

The Germs were not suc-

cessful in the first challenge

against the staff, but the

refereeing in the match was
certainly biased. The Germs will

be successful against the staff in

broomball; although we may not

win, they will be in pain for

awhile.

The teachers seem to be

reluctant to play the Germs,
they missed a chance to play

soccer, I guess it’s their age. The
point of the Germs games are to

get even, and to unite students

in a common cause ... against

the staff!

Tim Beal, Capt., Org, Dogsbody
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Stanstead College has been represented at

most of the public speaking contests held in the

area and in Montreal. Jonathan Chaplin

acquitted himself well in the Montreal Q.A.I.S.

meet held in Sacred Heart School, especially as

he had to rush across town just after competing

in a swimming competition. Penny Loome
distinguished herself in the Rotary Club con-

tests, going through to the semi-finals in the

Provincial competition.

Our strong team of 18 debaters will compete

in the Model United Nations Debate at

Plymouth State College, New Hampshire this

spring, a slight increase in members over last

spring’s team.

The many students, juniors and seniors, who
volunteer and make the extra effort required to

prepare and compete in these events, in addition

to the many other demands on their ex-

tracurricular time and energy, are to be

congratulated.

The skills they acquire will be more rewarding

than any prize won.

Mr. P. Duncan
Capt. P. Howard

Debating and

Public Speaking

M. Gisser, L. Paradis.

BACK ROW: P. Duvert, M. Tremblay, J-F. Prieur.

FRONT ROW: A. Plourde, E. Lafreniere.
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Junior Firemen

The junior firemen are pictured here with teachers and employees of Stanstead

College who are also members of the Stanstead Fire Department,

H. Stremmelaar, Fireman; B. Fleury, Junior; L. Reynold, Chief; J. Blois, Junior; M. Peirce,

Fireman; P. Ashworth, 2nd Sub Chief.

When the alarm goes off you don’t know what to expect, but, at least as a junior, you know
that you will be helping someone. In the year and a half that we have been juniors on the

department, we have met some very different and interesting people, and have learned a great

deal. We did not realize how well trained the local volunteers are, and since we go through the

same, we have benefitted a lot, except we get tired of always being the rescue “victims” because

we are the smallest.

We felt that it has been a very worthwhile and educational experience. It is only too bad that more"

departments don’t have juniors.

<r ]>

J. Blois, B. Fleury.
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Senior Girls Soccer

BACK ROW: S. Pickard, N. Hess, K.J. Park, J. Brault, A. Beese, V. Neumann, A.

Perzow, K. Laperle, N. Roux, Mr. Chen, Coach.

FRONT ROW: I. Innus, A. Wadleigh, D. Valois, C. Apple, D. LaFreniere, I. Tisseur,

S. Hernandez, C. Blois, J. Chen.

Coaches Corner

The senior girls’ soccer had the most successful seasor

since girls’ soccer returned to Stanstead, by winning th<

E.T.I.A.C. senior championship. The rate of improve

ment throughout the season had been most outstanding

Individually, the presence of the veterans, Josee Brault

Kae-Ja Park, Kim Laperle, Dominic Valois, Am
Wadleigh, Sara Hernandez and Christina Apple hac

established a basic core for teamwork. Coupled witl

newcomers such as Isabelle Tisseur, Nathalie Roux

Ilona Innus, Angie Perzow, Carol Blois, Anke Beese

Nicole Hess and Diane Lafreniere, the team played ver

competitively. In most of our games the format wa

defensive in nature yet aggresive in offense. A specia

mention about Christina Apple who has been :

dominating factor in most games and engineered mos

of our victories. For her effort, Christina was awardei

the Merle Griffith trophy for the best all round gii

soccer player this season. She will be greatly missed nex

year.

A special thank-you to our captain Diane, whos

contribution as a player and leader on and off the fief

was greatly appreciated.

Looking back at the season, I hope this will be th

start of a new page in girls’ sports at Stanstead. Keep u

the good work!
THANK YOU AGAIN AND GOOD LUCK!

50 Richard Chen, Coac



Captain’s Column

The senior girls’ soccer season proved to be the most successful

in Stanstead College’s recent history. We finished first in the

league, but unfortunately lost in the play-off game in an exciting

overtime, the score being 2-1 in favour of Galt.

The beginning of the season did not look bright. In our first

tournament we lost every game we played. I think the

improvement of the team was tremendous. Every member of the

team gave their all and people learned to play skillfully together.

Our first game of the season was against our most prominent

rival - B.C.S. To our surprise, as well as theirs, we tied the game
one all. The rest of the season became as surprising as the first.

Thanks to our speed in the forward line, which include Dominic

Valois, Carol Blois, and Isabelle Tisseur, our victories became

numerous. These victories could not have come without the

strength and ability of the defense lines. At the end of the season

we had lost two games and had won six.

As I said, we lost our play-off game but remained first in the

league. At our annual Sports Assembly, Major S’s were awarded

to Christina Apple, Carol Blois, Josee Brault and Kae-Ja Park.

Senior S’s were awarded to Anke Beese, Isabelle Tisseur,

Nathalie Roux, and Diane Lafreniere. Unfortunately awards

could not be given to all members of the team.

Thanks are in order for our manager who was dilligent in her

attendance. Sarah was always prepared for whatever emergencies

that would arise. The success of our team can only be partially

credited to the sense or team spirit we had. The other part of the

credit is due to our coach who directed us and spent many hours

coaching us. Everyone developed a sense of unity and caring for

one another, this making the season even more successful.

Captain; Diane Lafreniere

STANSTEAD COLLEGE
SENIOR GIRLS’ SOCCER

EXHIBITION GAMES
vs CENTIENNIAL W5-1
vs CENTENNIAL T2-2

vs W.I.C. TO-O

vs W.I.C. LO-3

E.T.I.A.C. GAMES
vs B.C.S. Tl-1

vs B.C.S. W3-1
vs A.G.R.S. L2-0

vs R.R.H.S. W4-3
vs R.R.H.S. W3-0
vs B.C.S. W2-1
vs A.G.R.S. W2-1
vs R.R.H.S. L2-3

vs A.G.R.S. Tl-1

GOAL SCORERS (TOP 3)

1. I. Tisseur

2. C. Apple
3. D. Valois

E.T.I.A.C. PLAY-OFF CHAMPIONS
vs A.G.R.S. Ll-2 (overtime)

E.T.I.A.C. LEAGUE CHAMPIONS
Stanstead College
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BACK ROW: Mr. B. Walker, Coach; C. Duvert, P. Bachand, T. Eryou, J. Gilchrist,

K. Forsyth, J. Chaplin, J. Cantor, J. Lepine, D. Toner.

FRONT ROW: P. Kelly, N. Heney, D. Bonn, N. Itoh, J. Wong, P. Nakis, R. Sanchez,

J. Belanger.

SENIOR BOYS’ SOCCER POEM

Jocko, our goalie, had good days and bad;

and poor Wonga’s injury made us all sad.

But into the breach stepped trusty Brit Keith,

And punky man Noah who played like a chief.

Our center defence was not exactly a Pele,

But you have to be fast to outrun Pat Kelly.

On the speed of my players, there is much I could banter,

you’ve seen horses gallop, I’ve seen Justin Cantor.

Supporting the middle was tall townie Tim;
And Paul “Basher” Bachand who played beside him.

Our left side was strong, what with versatile Phil,

And hammer foot Gilchrist, who gave us a thrill.

Tokes in the forwards showed the grit of the Japs,

And right wing sensation was high flying Chaps;

And Raul worked hard, but I wish he could shoot.

Now the praises of all except one I have sung;

Our perky player-manager. Derrick the Fung!
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Captain’s Column

Once again the Varsity Soccer Players were from all

over the world. We had one Kamikaze from Japan
who was our co-captain, Naoki Itoh. We also had
gentlemen from Greece, Britain, Venezuela, America,
Columbia, Ayers Cliff, Canada, Dubai, etc. ...

Despite our few victories we played some close

matches. The B.C.S. and Selwyn House games were
the highlights of the season. Selwyn House fell to our
mercy in both games. Against B.C.S. we played to

our full potential but we didn’t quite have the en-
durance of the other team.

Although we didn’t have a very successful season,
we had a most enjoyable one, in my fourth and last

year. Unfortunately, I was not able to play for most
of the season. However, I enjoyed the time helping
out the team. We would all like to thank our coach
Mr. Walker for all his time and consideration he gave
us during the season. Thanks to everyone for making
this years’ soccer full of spirit and one to remember.

I was the first spectator at Stanstead to be given a
yellow card!

At the fall sports assembly, 6 awards were
presented to outstanding players;

Senior Awards: P Nakis Major S Awards: N. Itoh

J. Cantor P. Kelly

J. Gilchrist T. Eryou

J. Wong, Captain
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TOP ROW: Jean David Begin, Alain Rheault, Andrew Johnson, Pierre Montminy,
Clifford Perlman, Philip Gilbert, Richard Rheault, Brett Rheaume, Nick Calyvocas.

MIDDLE ROW: Stephen Mcllroy, Manager; Michel Aube, Pierre Legault, Colin Mickie,

Terry Burgis, Tim Beal, Peter Morris, John Emms, John Pidoux, Kelly Robinson, Louis

Doire, Mr. A. Philip, Coach.

BOTTOM ROW: Luc Frechette, Michael Gisser, Carlos Perez, Tom Haitas, Robert
Burgis, John Richards, Patrick Quinlan.

Coaches Corner

Football 1983 opened as it has every Sep-

tember for the past seventy years. Twenty-six

enthusiastic young men indicated their desire to

learn and their desire to play the game; two key

ingredients from the coaches point of view. Our
schedule called for us to compete against some
of the finest high school football teams in the

province - namely; Alexander Galt, Massey
Vanier and Bishop’s College School. A mixture

of veterans and young rookies took us to our

nine games. However, we were unable to win or

tie any of our matches.

Hopefully another year will permit us to take

the field when once again players and coaches

will have that opportunity to participate in that

very special game of Canadian Football.

Alex Philip

Andy Elliot
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Captain’s Column

The 1983 football season was not

statistically impressive but never-the-less

a good season, with much potential on
the team.

There were rumors that there was not

going to be a football team this year but

all comers were at practice for a healthy

turn-out. Everyone played hard and
gave it their all.

Typically the highlight of the season

was a game we did not actually win
against M.V.R., and although we were

the underdogs, we made them fight

every inch of the way!!

Our old arch rivals were the team we
really wanted to punish and we showed
our temperament right up to kick-off.

However, a lack of confidence (due to

the B.C.S. interceptions and to our

fumbles) swept over our team. Un-
fortunately B.C.S. kept getting good
field position and this eventually led to

the loss of the S.H.T.

Our lack of success could be due to

inexperience and to injuries which hap-

pened to the few experienced veterans

on whom we relied on for defensive and
offensive plays.

From my point of view, despite the

scores, the season was a success, and the

team played with great spirit and sports-

manship.

Many thanks to Mr. Philip for his

offensive coaching and to Mr. Elliot

who joined us again after a 7-year

break. It was nice to have him back on

the team.

Tom Haitas, Capt.
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BACK ROW: G. Gallant, E. Lyon, M. Sander, Mr. D. Brown, Coach.

FRONT ROW: J. Juster, K. MacPherson, S. Walker, A. Mickie, L. Paradis.

Coach’s Corner

STANSTEAD CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM

This year’s cross-country team consisted of 5 senior boys, 3 senior girls

and 1 junior boy. What we lacked in numbers was more than made up

by the quality of runners we had. The team was very dedicated during

our 8 meet schedule. The highlights of our year were:

1. THE TERRY FOX RUN
The cross-country team (along with support from the Walker Family

... yes even Mrs. Walker) ran in the 5km and 10km races with a tota

of $535 in pledges from the school and area people.

2. THE ZONE FINALS AT SALESIAN
Most runners ran the best race of the year and improved their time;

considerably.

3.

THE PROVINCIAL FINAL
Simon Walker finished an outstanding year (2 firsts, 2 seconds, i

thirds and a 4th) by placing 8th in the province.

Congratulations to all for a fine year.

TEAM MEMBERS:
David Brown
Geoff Gallant

Jean Juster

Eddie Lyon
Kris MacPherson
Andrea Mickie

D. Brown, Coacl

Louise Paradi:

Mike Sander

Simon Walker
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Captain’s Column

This year’s cross-country running team was an enjoyable and talented

group. It was a smaller team than in the years past, with only 9 runners, but we

made up for the lack of numbers by having good spirit and a desire to perform

well.

With Mr. Boyd’s departure, the season started on a bit of a different note

than usual. For almost as long as Stanstead has had a cross-country team Mr.

Boyd had been the coach. Many of the team members found it hard to

think of running without Mr. Boyd, especially at the beginning of the year

when his encouragement and advice was greatly missed.

Mr. Brown took over as the coach, and while this was his first time coaching

cross-country, he had run in high school. He soon learned the runs and the

work-outs, and had us in shape in no time.

The season was two months long. In September we had meets in various

schools but the most important were in October. Everyone’s goal is to try to

get to the Provincial Championships, but it is a long and hard road to get

there. First there are the zone selection meets where a better than 6th place

finish is needed to get into the provincials.

Our team was small but strong. Of the three girls, Louise was the top

runner. She made it into the Provincials in the top ten and was a lot of fun to

have on the team. Andrea always seemed happy and improved a lot in the past

two years. Kristin was a newcomer on the team and didn’t always do as well as

she would have liked due to sore ankles.

On the boys’ side, Eddie was our team complainer. He was the only Junior

on the team and he worked hard at lowering his times considerably. Our senior

boys’ team was actually the best in the Eastern Townships. Jean Juster started

the season slowly but came out on the second half and almost made it to the

Provincials. Geoff rejoined the team after a year of soccer and tended to be

inconsistent, but usually placed in the top 10. David Bonn joined the team late

and never really lived up to his own expectations. He is a good worker and has

a good future. Mike Sander had an up and down year with a couple of bad

breaks in some races. He has had a good attitude toward running and has

improved greatly over the past two years. I did everything I wanted this year

by winning a couple of races and I was the second man on the Eastern

Townships’ team at the Provincials where I finished 8th fulfilling my goal of

coming in the top 10.

All in all it was a highly motivated team whose members had a good year

while having a lot of fun.

Simon Walker, Captain

The Terry Fox Run
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§} BACK ROW: Laura Peynado, N. Moores, A. Breault, A. Kelly, P. Hernandez, E. Walker, O.
Neinkamper, P. Carleton.

FRONT ROW: M. Tremblay, C. Bunge, L. Duncan, C. McCrae, L. Reynolds, Susan Fradet,

L. Juster, B. Chen, S. Mohare.

This past season has been a very enjoyable one for me. The team didn’t start off too well, but as

the season went on we gradually progressed. Although the results didn’t show it, I thought the team
played extremely well together. The girls showed good sportsmanship, and they put a lot of their

effort into each game and practice. Miss Carleton and Mr. Gomez put in a great amount of time and
work towards the team, encouraging us all the way, in order to reach our full potential. We enjoyed
having them as our coaches, and we are looking forward to our season next year.

Lori Reynolds

Team Captain
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BACK ROW: Mr. Pierce, Coach; F. Useche, D. Buxcey, P. Roux, J. Levitt, A. Useche,

R. Reynold, M. Tisseur, P. Chan, G. Bruce, Manager.

FRONT ROW: A. Plourd, M. Singerman, M. Harding, J. St. Amour, J. Blois, M. Khalil,

B. Fleury, G. Chen, B. Lecomples.

Captain’s Column

At the beginning of the season the prospects

for our Junior soccer team did not look too

impressive. As the season continued our team
started to progress and we started to work as

a group instead of individuals. The team has

great potential, and next year’s team should

be just as strong or even stronger than this

year’s. The Junior Soccer team would like to

thank Mr. Peirce for all the time and effort

he put into making us a strong team. Good
luck to next year’s team.

Michael Khalil

Team Captain
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BACK ROW: A. Tenpas, N. Saparoff, B. Kasowski, F. Genet, K. Schlesak, S. Morrisson,

M. Lajoie, Mr. D. Sutherland, Coach.

FRONT ROW: M. Walker, P. Ene, P. Duvert, P. deFoiard Brown, J.F. Prieur, A.

Battah, E. Lafreniere, A. Schell.

ABSENT: T. Denney, J. Loome.

Captain’s Column

The Bantam Soccer season was

not as good as it could have been.

It was not the fact that we were

bad, but rather that we did not

play up to our potential in some
games. The two best games were

our 3-3 tie against Galt and our 5-

4 victory against Ashbury. We felt

that we needed more practice but

we were better than our team last

year. We would like to express our

thanks to Mark Walker and

Trevor Denney who helped us out

a great deal, and a very special

thanks to coach Sutherland for all

his time, encouragement and

effort.

Paul deFoiard Brown
J.F. Prieur
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Fall Sports Assembly
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Presentation to Mr. Diego Gomez

This year a special presentation was made at the

conclusion of the fall term’s Athletic Assembly in

Peirce Hall on Wed. Nov. 9. Mr. Bill Walker,

Senior Boys’ Soccer Coach presented Mr. Diego

Gomez with a beautiful engraved plaque. “Go-Go”
as he is known to the students, as well as a teacher

of Spanish and French, is also a very accomplished

and knowledgeable athletic coach, and as Mr.
Gomez approaches retirement, the Athletic

Department decided to honour him “in ap-

preciation and gratitude for the many years of

dedicated service you have given to the soccer

program at Stanstead College.”

Mr. Gomez arrived at Stanstead in 1971 at an age

when most people’s athletic endeavours have slowed

down. But certainly not Diego Gomez. An out-

standing athlete in his university days in Chile, Mr.
Gomez soon became the coach of the Junior Boys’

Soccer team in the Fall Term, referee for basketball

and volleyball in the winter, and track and field

coach in the spring term. Mr. Gomez pursued most
of these activities for the next 12 years with con-

siderable success.

Still remarkably fit looking for a man ap-

proaching 65 years, he is an example to us all of the

benefits of exercise and fitness. As the inscription

reads on his plaque, “thank you Diego Gomez,
Gentleman-Athlete-Coach .

’ ’

Mr. W. Walker
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Fall Athletics Awards

BACK ROW: C. Apple, C. Blois, J. Brault, P. Kelly, K. Park, N. Itoh.

FRONT ROW: C. Perez, S. Walker, T. Haitas, T. Eryou, R. Burgis.

ATHLETIC ASSEMBLY
FALL TERM 1983

MAJOR “S” WINNERS:

SENIOR GIRLS’ SOCCER
Christina Apple

Josee Brault

Carroll Blois

KaJa Park

X-COUNTRY RUNNING
Simon Walker

The following trophies for “/

ship” were awarded:

The Merle Griffith Trophy
The Bobby Moore Trophy

The Ketchum Trophy
The Billy Greenshields Trophy

SENIOR BOYS’ SOCCER
Naoki Itoh

Patrick Kelly

Tim Eryou

SENIOR FOOTBALL
Robert Burgis

Carlos Perez

Tom Haitas

round excellence and leader-

Christina Apple
Naoki Itoh

Robert Burgis

Simon Walker
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BACK ROW: Z. Panthaki, J. Belanger, C. Perlman, Manager; J.F. Juster, T. Xenos.

MIDDLE ROW: C. Mickie, P. Bachand, M. Aube, J. Pidoux, G. Gallant, J. Blois.

FRONT ROW: J. Lepine, P. Morris, L. Doire, T. Eryou, Mr. A. Philip, Coach; J.

Cantor, M. Khalil.

1

Coach’s Corner

Senior hockey was very active again this year,

with a busy schedule both at home and away. The
squad was probably the youngest senior team in

years, which put us at a disadvantage in most of

our encounters. The experience gained during this

past season will be invaluable, as we begin to

make plans already for next year.

The team was captained under the able

leadership of Tim Eryou, with assistance from
alternate captains Louis Doire and Justin Cantor.

I must give full marks to the entire squad for their

patience and their willingness to work hard at the

skills of the game, which did show incredible

improvement by the end of the season. As they

say, there is no substitute for experience and,

hopefully, this will be borne out as we look ahead to

the 1984-85 season with optimism.

Coach: A.J. Philip
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Captain’s Column

The season, although not a winning season as

far as games won and games lost can be
regarded as experience-gaining.

Being somewhat inexperienced at the
beginning of the season does not mean we lack

desire, and because of this desire to improve, we
became a more skillful team by the end of the

season.

Now thoughts are focusing on the 1984-’85

season, which promises to be the year of the

Stanstead College Varsity Hockey Team.
On behalf of the team I wish to thank Mr.

Philip for all the time and effort he put in down
at the arena, molding us into the hockey team
we have become.

Tim Eryou, Team Captain
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BACK ROW: Mr. P. Channell, Coach; C. Blois, D. Valois, I. Tisseur, T. Ng, A-M.
Kelly, S. Picard, Manager.
FRONT ROW: A. Amaron, N. Moores, A. Wadleigh, I. Innus, M. Nohara.
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Captain’s Column

As the basketball season draws to an end, I would like

to express my congratulations to all the players for a fun
season. With all the hard work, and, in spite of many
injuries and sickness, the whole team improved greatly not
just one or two players but everyone in general. The team
had its good times and its bad times, but we held tough
and stuck together throughout it all. Our morale was high
no matter what happened.

If Sarah had used more of her charm to distract the
referees, we may have won a few more games. Thanks
anyways Sarah!

I would like to extend, on behalf of the team, a very
sincere thank-you to coach Channell, whose patience and
guidance got us through a somewhat rough season.
With a number of players returning, I know many of us

are looking forward to next season. If next year’s team
displays the amount of enthusiasm as this year’s team, I

feel everyone will again take pride in being part of it.

Ann Wadleigh, Captain.
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BACK ROW: C. Perez, S. Hospes, R. Burgis, J. Gilchrist, T. Burgis, M. Gisser,

B. Denney, Coach.

FRONT ROW: C. Duvert, R. Salem, P. Kelly, P. Quinlan, P. Gilbert.

Coach’s Corner

Coaching this year’s senior boys’ basketball team

represented both a pleasurable and rewarding experience

for me.
We had our limitations both in size and depth, but

these were the only areas we lacked. This club played

with great spirit, heart and desire; they gave 1 1097b in

both practices and games and played with a “never say

die” attitude. I think one of the finest compliments I

could pay to this year’s club would be to say that they

were a real “team” in the true sense of the word. The
returning veterans and the new faces to this year’s squad

developed an outstanding rapport amongst themselves

and they always put the team ahead of personal gain or

statistics.

Next year, I fortunately have the nucleus of the team

returning. If we can get some quality people to fill the

vacancies, I’m sure the ’84-’85 season will be every bit

as rewarding for me, if not more so. I would like to

extend a sincere thanks to Captain Pat Kelly and the

rest of the team, a special thanks to those of you who
will not be returning, for the contributions you have

made to the basketball programme at Stanstead, and I

would be remiss if I did not say good-bye and thank

you for everything to our manager, the unforgettable

one man circus, Carlos Perez.

Coach Denney.
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Captain’s Column
The 1983-1984 basketball season has been a

very worthwhile experience for each and every
member of the senior boys’ team.
Although our record wasn’t fabulous, it did

not reflect on how the team really played. While
we did not excel in talent and height, we cer-

tainly did in spirit and speed. But, there is

always next year when, I think, the team will be
a lot more competitive and successful.

We would like to thank Mr. Denney for all

the time and effort he put into the team and
also Carlos ... who did a good job.

Pat Kelly, Captain
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Cross-Country Skiing

BACK ROW: A. Perzow, Mr. T. Eveleigh, Coach; K. Robinson, A.M. Beese, K.

Becker, N. Calyvocas, F. Genet, L. Juster, A. Mickie.

MIDDLE ROW: Miss P. Carleton, A. Coach; L. Lakdawala, D. Zamora, C. Apple,

M. Sander, S. Walker, L. Roberson, D. Bonn, A. Tremblay, R. Hirsh, P.

Hernandez, J.J. Park, Manager; Mile M. Vautier, A. Coach.

FRONT ROW: J. Edgar, M. Peynado, P. Caceras, L. Peynado, L. Caceras, C.

Mcrae.

The 1983-84 cross-country ski season was one of our most successful years ever.

To start with, we did not have to shovel snow on the trail! It was dumped on us 15 cm at a time.

Most races were held in sunshine and under blue skies instead of blizzards and -40°C! Our trails were

track set and our skiers did well.

The first race of the season was the Independent School’s Meet at B.C.S. where, for the first time,

both boys and girls competed. It was encouraging that the boys’ team defeated Sedburgh, B.C.S.,

and Selwyn House, while placing second to Ashbury. Our girls’ team also got off to a good start, in

placing second to B.C.S. Michael Sander won 2 gold medals and a silver. Christina Apple won a gold

and 2 silver medals. Simon Walker, David Bonn, Andrea Mickie, and Kristin MacPherson won silver

medals.

In the E.T.I.A.C. circuit our senior and bantam boys consistently placed first. Individually Michael

Sander placed 1st in every race! Christina Apple placed first in all but one of her races! Simon

Walker, David Bonn, Frederick Genet, Nick Saparoff, and Janet Edgar produced good positions

throughout the season.

It was a pleasure to again have the calibre of skier we could take to the NAKKERTOK relays. A
very pleasant weekend was spent staying with Mr. and Mrs. Sander and racing the Gatineau hills.

This was the first time we had entered a girls’ team in this race and Christina, Andrea, and Kristin

did well to place 9th out of 14 teams. The boys’ team of Michael, Simon, and David placed 3rd,

which was the best ever achieved in the history of the College!! Michael Sander’s individual 5km lap

was the second fastest in the senior division. We were delighted not only to beat Sedburgh, but also

Ashbury, thereby making us the top private school in the race.

The spirits of the racers were kept high by Christina Apple and Simon Walker as hard working

captains. The comaraderie was such that Michael actually came to a full stop during an important

race to help Christina repair her ski pole. He still won!

Our thanks go to Ji-Ja Park, a most conscientious and cheerful manager, who checked us in and

out daily, reporting any lost souls on the trails.

It is rewarding to have coaches of other schools constantly remarking on the pleasant ambiance of

our meets and the tremendous contribution and impact our top skiers have had on cross-country

skiing in this area.

Congratulations and good skiing in the future.
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BACK ROW: P. Legault, J. Chaplin, L. Frechette, J. Emms, J. Levitt, S. Mcllroy,
Mr. M. Peirce, Coach.
MIDDLE ROW: Miss D. Dumont, Coach; A. Johnson, A. Brault, L. Paradis, N.
Roux, K. Laperle, E. Walker, L. Reynolds, N. Schlesak, D. Wu.
FRONT ROW: R. Sanchez, P. Montminy, M. Tremblay, M-C. Grenier, A. Imbeau,
C. Bunge, L. Duncan, M. Harding, R. Radnay.
ABSENT: J. Richards, J.D. Begin.
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Captains’ Column

Swimming is an individual sport, in other words .

one has to be prepared to train on his/her own. \

Practices are not always easy as all the team would
agree, for they demand a lot of dedication. The
rewards, however, are certainly ours, for our team
came away with outstanding results in many com-
petitions. More than half of our team consistently

finished in the top ten percent of each of their

respective categories. Many thanks to Mr. Peirce and
Mme. Dumont for all their effort they have put in

this year. To the rest of the team we would like to say J

thank you for your collaboration for it has made our N
job much easier. ^

CAPTAINS: Natalie Schlesak, Luc Frechette //

Coach’s Corner
The 1983-84 Swim Team was blessed with a strong

group of competitors, a beautiful facility, and much
enthusiasm. Unfortunately, we were not blessed with a
lot of competition.

The season started with training in early November.
Regretfully the only two swim meets before Christmas
were cancelled due to lack of response from competing
schools. Finally, in January, the team swam its first

meet and discovered, to their surprise, that they had
much potential for the G.M.M.A. championships. The
team performed up to its high potential throughout the

season in all categories. It is extremely satisfying to

achieve success in competition with large city schools.

I must thank Coach Dumont for all her help and
support, especially for covering my frequent absences. I

would like to thank the team for their continued hard
work, even during frustrating times. All the hard work
paid off.

Congratulations on an excellent season.

Mr. M. Peirce
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Squash
This season more girls tried out for

the squash team. In consequence the

boys’ squash group totalled 8, whilst 11

girls were accepted, although in in-

terschool competition 8 is the regular

number, so this involved some internal

competition for a girls’ team place.

Mr. Andrew Elliot kindly agreed to

coach the girls’ team this year, and did a

fine job.

As in the past, finding much in-

terschool competition was the major
problem. Our logical competitor,

B.C.S., provided most of our match
opposition, and sadly in both boys and
girls, proved too strong for us, although
many very good matches were played.

In January, the Boys’ Independent
Schools’ Squash Tournament again
proved successful, as it expanded to 6

schools with the inclusion of Centennial
Academy. A similar tournament for the

girls began this year, at B.C.S. in

February, but with just Stanstead,

B.C.S., and Ashbury College competing.
Hopefully some of the girls’ private

schools from Montreal can be persuaded
to join next season.

The highlight of the season was the

Eastern Townships open tournament
held over three days in mid-January at

Bishops University. We didn’t win any
prizes, although Claire Haywood played

a very good tournament.
As I write this article squash season is

not quite over, with some more inter-

school competition to play. Names to

mention from the players, who excelled

this season are: Tom Haitas, our top

boy, and Johnny Wong, second player

and veteran of 3 seasons: and for the

girls, Sarah Hernandez, Josee Brault,

and Claire Haywood, who emerged as

our top three players.

My thanks to all the players - and
some advice. Squash is a super game,
incorporating strength, finesse, fitness,

and is a greatly expanding sport with

squash clubs opening up all over

Canada, so the carry over potential is

excellent! Keep squashing!!!

W.G. Walker, Boys’ Coach.

BACK ROW: P. Nakis, T. Beal, Mr. W.
Walker, Coach; T. Haitas, K. Forsyth.

FRONT ROW: C. Brownstein, E.

Fenster, J. Wong, N. Itoh.
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BACK ROW: Mr. A. Elliott, Coach; S. Fradet, S. Ng, P. Hernandez.

FRONT ROW: N. Hess, J. Brault, S. Hernandez, E. Sopher, D. Lafreniere.

Captain’s Column
Our team has improved greatly since the beginning of the season with both

new and returning students gaining confidence. Tournaments, were many this

year and while we may not have won all the games, the morale was always very

high.

The team was really a mixed bag due to the fact that so many nationalities

were represented. We all came from different backgrounds: China, Venezuela,

Mexico, the Dominican Republic, Canada and even Nigeria. Maybe that had
something to do with our performance.

We were most pleased to have a nice preppie coach in Mr. Elliot. Although we
were always supposed to wear white on the courts he would wear his Lacoste red

or green shorts and his Ralph Lauren shirts. We will always remember he and
Mr. Walker for their coaching and advice.

Overall it was a great and satisfying season, the team played well and we all

had a lot of fun.
Sarah Hernandez

J-
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BACK ROW: M. Singerman, F. Useche, M. Tisseur, D. Fung, G. Bruce, Mr. R.

Chen, Coach.
FRONT ROW: A. Plourde, P. deFoiard-Brown, A. Useche, G. Chen, P. Duvert.
ABSENT: J. Loome.

Since the revival of the junior

basketball team last year, we are

still continuing in the growing stage

this year. This means that in

comparison to other teams, we are

smaller in size, less skillful, and
lacking in teamwork experience. We
were beaten quite soundly by some
very stong teams, because we did

not put in the required patience and
had become our own worst enemies.

Statistically the Useche brothers,

Aurelio and Franchisco, provided

most of our points. However, I am
pleased to say that individual

players like Mike Singerman, Paul
Chan, George Chen, Jeremy
Loome, Derrick Fung and Alain

Plourde have shown consistant

effort and improvement was most
noticeable. A special thanks to Gary
Bruce, whose ability and effort as a

manager and player have been
outstanding. His sense of humour
has been most welcomed through-

out the year.

As we move into the next season,

I hope we can continue our effort,

and use our experiences accum-
ulated this year to produce a much
better team next year.

Richard Chen, Coach.
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BACK ROW: G. Robinson, Manager; B. Kasowski, A. Tenpas, B. Lecomples,

K. Schlesack, P. Roux, Mr. D. Brown, Coach.

MIDDLE ROW: A. Schell, M. Lajoie, P. Ene, A. Battah, E. Lafreniere, S.

Morrisson.

FRONT ROW: R. Reynolds, E. Lyon, J. St. Amour, B. Fleury, J.F. Prieur.

The 1983-84 Bantam Hockey season has

been an enjoyable one. I found that the

team was very enthusiastic and willing to

try all the time, whether we were winning

by three goals or losing by five. The highlight

of the season was when we beat Derby Line

by four goals.

Although our team was not very ex-

perienced, I truly feel that we accomplished

something greater than swimming, and that is

learning that everyone makes mistakes.

I would like to thank Mr. Brown for all his

time and effort during the season. The team
really improved as the year went on, thanks

to his patience and constant hard work with

the players.

The team will have a few returning players,

and to them and next year’s team, I wish

much success.

Jason St. Amour, Captain.

Bantam

Hockey
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Major ‘S’ and Trophy Winners — Winter Term

BACK ROW: R. Salem, P. Kelly, P. Quinlan, T. Haitas, S. Walker, L. Doire, T.

Eryou, A. Wadleigh.

FRONT ROW: J. Brault, C. Apple, C. Blois, J. Lepine, D. Bonn, M. Sander, J.

Wong, S. Hernandez.

M.V.P. TROPHIES

SENIOR HOCKEY

GIRLS’ SQUASH

BOYS’ SQUASH

CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING

SENIOR BOYS’ BASKETBALL

SENIOR GIRLS’ BASKETBALL

Tim Eryou

Sarah Hernandez

Tom Haitas

Mike Sander

Pat Kelly

Ann Wadleigh
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BACK ROW: Coach Philip, S. Pickard, Manager; Coach Gomez, G. Gallant, F.

Genet, A. Johnson, K. Robinson, R. Burgis, K. Forsyth, T. Haitas, J. Gilchrist, J.

Cantor, M. Tisseur, P. Quinlan, C. Perez, Coach Channell, Coach Denney.

MIDDLE ROW: M. Singerman, A-M. Kelly, L. Paradis, A. Brault, P. Kelly, C.

Apple, P. Morris, S. Walker, L. Frechette, A-M. Beese, D. Bonn, E. Walker, L.

Reynolds, S. Ng, A. Mickie.

FRONT ROW: P. DeFoiard-Brown, T. Ng, J-F. Prieur, C. Bunge, E. Lafreniere, J.

Edgar, A. Plourde, A. Tenpas, J. St. Amour, P. Montminy.

The 1984 track and field season was my first year as head track coach. It was a

memorable year and team members enjoyed a fair amount of success both individually

and collectively at the various meets in which we participated. It would be an error,

however, to take the credit for much of their success. I was responsible primarily for the

running and, as it turned out, I stepped into a programme which already had both

excellent sprinters and distance runners. In the field events, coach Philip did his usual

high standard of work in the shot put and discus, which coach Channell did the same in

the javelin and coach Gomez in the long, triple and high jump.

During the season, we competed interscholastically in four meets. Of these, the team was

especially pleased to win our Stanstead Invitational Track and Field meet for the first time

since 1979. In all meets combined, we garnered one championship and seven individual

high aggregate awards.

I would like to congratulate Peter Morris on winning the Russell Langley Trophy as

the top track and field athlete in the school. I would also like to congratulate Simon

Walker on his outstanding season in middle and long distance running, where he was

only beaten once during the entire season, and thank him on behalf of the coaching

staff for his efforts as team captain.

I would especially like to thank those members of the track and field team who gave

their time and effort in helping to make this season both rewarding and enjoyable.

Coach DENNEY
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BACK ROW: Coach Walker, R. Hirsh, D. Fung, P. Bachand, P. Gilbert.

MIDDLE ROW: P. Hernandez, N. Moores, N. Schlesak, N. Hess, P. Caceres, S.

Hernandez, I. Innus.

FRONT ROW: C. Duvert, J. Wong, P. Hernandez, R. Sanchez, N. Itoh.

TENNIS - 1984

Regretfully, this spring’s Tennis Programme was hit with poor weather and bad luck.

Although the weather at the end of April promised well for tennis, May was quite cold, wet

and windy with the consequence that many practices and tournaments had to be cancelled. Our

bad luck stemmed from the fact that our major competitor. North Country High School,

Newport, Vermont were forced to cut out their, tennis programme for budgetary reasons. We
did manage one tournament with B.C.S. who thankfully revived their tennis programme. The

matches were played on the indoor courts in Sherbrooke. Both the boys and the girls played in

both singles and doubles and we played well to edge B.C.S. in the total matches won. The

weather was kind enough to allow us to complete our internal singles tournament with young

newcomer Pachi Hernandez winning the girls’ title comfortably, whilst Paul Bachand played

consistently to win the boys’ tournament.

The eight boys and eight girls who played this spring showed good talent and promise, and I

thank them for their efforts and their sportsmanship. Many are young, and the future looks

bright for tennis. If only we could improve the condition of the tennis courts!!!!!!!
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All Campus League Track Meet
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BACK ROW: J. Chaplin, C. Blois, E. Fenster, P. Chamberlain, M. Gisser, C. Mickie, J. Blois,

L. Caceres, D. Duncan, A. Perzow.

FRONT ROW: M. Khalil, N. Roux, N. Calyvocas, J.D. Begin.
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BACK ROW: Mrs. D. Duncan, D. Wu, E. Lyon, J. Levitt, F. Useche, B. Chen, A. Amaron.
FRONT ROW: N. Saparoff, A. Imbeau, G. Chen, J. Loome, A. Anderson.
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Spring Athletic Assembly
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Major ‘S’ winners from left to right: Pierre Legault - Swimming, Christina Apple - Track,

Simon Walker - Track, Natalie Schlesak - Swimming, Luc Frechette - Swimming, Track.

BACK ROW: R. Salem, P. Quinlan, C. Perez, L. Frechette, T. Haitas, P. Legault, J-F. Juster,

N. Itoh.

MIDDLE ROW: P. Kelly, C. Apple, S. Walker, A. Wadleigh, R. Burgis.

FRONT ROW: M. Sander, S. Hernandez, M-J. Brault, N. Schlesak, J. Wong.
ABSENT: C. Blois, D. Bonn, L. Doire, T. Eryou, J. Lepine, K-J. Park.
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LITERHTURE
THE TICKET

Nobody really knew him, nor really cared about him. He had come
into the corner store out of the cold and now gazed about clutching his

last two dollars tightly in his hand. It was late at night and the store was

almost empty. But, as it was the only store in town, it remained open at

all hours except Sundays and holidays.

The man stared across the small store to a grill in one corner. Then his

eyes lifted to search the menu above for an affordable meal. They slowly

passed over it to finally rest on a partially concealed advertisement for

lottery tickets posted alongside.

“If you’d be wondering about the lottery, it’s for charity,” a voice

barked, “A dollar fifty could win you a hundred dollars.”

Turning, the man saw that the cashier who was standing by the radio

had spoken. Suddenly he was struck with indecision. Should he risk his

last bill for the chance of more money than he had ever owned at one

time? Or, should he play it safe and sleep on a full stomach? His

eyebrows puckered across his forehead in concentration. He bit his lower

lip as he silently analyzed the problem.

“When’s the draw?” he finally asked in a dry voice.

“Tonight, in about an hour,” answered the cashier. “The winning

number’s to be announced on the radio.”

After another moment’s hesitation, the stranger ordered the eggs and

ham. The cashier looked pleased with the man’s decision and, as it was

his last one, decided to buy the ticket himself. He quickly filled in the

stub before he began the task of cooking the stranger his meal.

When he had finished eating, the man leaned back in his chair con-

tentedly sipping his coffee. He carefully put down his cup as a voice

cracked on the radio. The cashier bent forward and listened intently.

"... and the winning number is 7-1-3-7 ...”

The cashier looked at the ticket he was now holding in his hand. His

face remained expressionless as he laid it down beside the cash register.

“Well!” he exclaimed, “sometimes you win and sometimes you lose.”

“Yeah! Guess so!” replied the stranger.

The man rose and nodding a curt goodbye walked out through the

door, his pieces of change ringing in his pocket. As the store fell silent,

the cashier again picked up the ticket. It’s black digits stood out boldly

against the white background ... 7-1-3-7 ...

by Terry Burgis

THE TELL-TALE KID

It has vered me over the years how stupid people can get. There aren

thousands but millions!

It’s not the money that bothers me ... oh no, but the way they act, ea

dress, live, and even die annoys me. I happened to be working f<

someone just like that, as a servant, of all types!

After a year it drove me insane, the way he walked, talked, dresst

(the dirty scum), and I was working for HIM!
I decided to get rid of this, this, fool of the world, this speck of dirt c

a beautiful flower. People think me mad but no! I am not.

The people who aren’t mad become insane because they aren’t. B
insane people are the only sane ones.

Then why call me mad? I’m the only sane one around. Filthy liars!

This is how I cleverly murdered the bum. His name WAS Tim Cota.

That night, ever so carefully, (nobody could have been more cautioi

than I), I moved stealthily up the stairs to his room, and opened tl

door. I did this so, so cautiously no one could have ever detected I w;

there.

Luckily, the victim was sound asleep. I circled the victim as if a vultu

would its prey. By luck his mouth was open.

I poured some bleach down his throat. It was much easier than

thought it would be. While screwing the cap back onto the bleach, u

fortunately I knocked the lamp over next to his bed.

At that moment, a split second at that, I rolled under his bed ar

froze. I heard him groan, yell, scream, choke, and then silence. I waits

for ten minutes ... nothing. I went to the hearth with the body, (<

corpse, you might say!), covered it with gasoline, lit a match, and poo
The body was in flames.

I waited until it was burned to ashes, put it out with the fire e

tinguisher, and looked for a broom.
I swept up the mess, (ashes), and put them in the garbage. After I w;

done, I heard a short, rapping knock at the door. I answered it. Tw
policemen were there.

They said a neighbor called them and said a scream came from th

house.

I said, “Well, it was my dream, I occasionally scream in dreams.

They said, “We think you’re lying.” A little boy walked in. He smile

and whispered, “I saw everything,”, in an impatient voice. I tried to ru

but got a bullet in my side. Before I knew it, I was in the “slammer”,

guess crime doesn’t pay after all. But he still was a bum ...

Nicholas W. Saparo
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II selgnsse lentement

Avec tout son courage

1 d^.eche,£n tre les

En regardant devant lui

La victoire qui lui sourit

II se dit qu’il donnera tout

Pour se rendre au bout

Le soleil

Qui brille a merveillir

Sur les branches

Recouvertes de neige blanche

Marilene
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He was a Stanstead teacher

Who winneth one of three.

“By thy grizzled beard and bleary eye,

now wherefore taught’st thou me?”

My new Corvette it stands outside,

My pay is three times yours

Your penury you cannot hide

What drives you to your chores?

r The old man stood as in a trance m1

1

This one was hard to tell.

“Perhaps, for you to have your cha^pll
was why I went through hell.”

PETER HOWARD
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gone,
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usk ; until dawn.

hat he’s left again

cannot cry.

use he’s told me before,

’ve got to ke§p your head high.”

PETER MORRIS
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“Lily, the Felon’s Daughter”
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Outing Club

THE STANSTEAD COLLEGE OUTING CLUB

The success of the Outing Club, each year,

depends on which and how many students are

interested in the programme. Unfortunately, this

year seemed to generate less interest than other

years had. Even so, a number of very successful

outings were organized and enjoyed by a small but

dedicated group.
A number of the club’s old standard hikes were

done including the Pinnacle at Baldwin Mills,

Journey’s End near Jay, Mount Pisgah at Barton

(this year as an overnight) and Devil’s Gulch at

Eden Mills. Winter camping did not seem to be

high on people’s priority list but that may be due

to the amount of cold and snow with which we
were blessed. As usual, the cabin at Fitch Bay
drew its usual crowd. One day a group of keen

Outing Club people even cut wood for the stairs

for the outdoor smoker.
A disappointment for all was the cancellation of

the Mount Washington trip due to the unusually

high snow conditions on the mountain. The club

still managed its annual white water rafting trip.

The location shifted this year from the Ottawa
River to the Rouge River due to the travelling time

at the late date in the year. That trip is always

exciting for all.

Once again, it was most enjoyable for Larry

Reynolds and myself to pack our bags and head

out into the wilderness with the fun groups which

joined us. We look forward to another year of

camping and certainly encourage this year’s

graduates to continue walking softly in the

wilderness.

M. Peirce
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IF

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;

If you can wait and not be tired of waiting.

Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies,

Or being hated don’t give way to hating,

And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;

If you can dream and not make dreams your master;

If you can think and not make thoughts your aim,

If you can meet with triumph and disaster

And treat those two imposters just the same
If you can bear to hear the truths you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to lay a trap for fools,

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken
And stooped and build them up with worn out tools;

If you can make one heap of all your winnings
And risk it on one game of pitch and toss,

And lose, and start again at your beginnings

And never breathe a word about your loss:

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after you have gone
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the will which says to them “HOLD ON”

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,

Or walk with Kings — nor lose the common touch.

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you,
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds worth of distance run,

Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,

And -- which is more -- you’ll be a Man, my son!

—Rudyard Kipling—

1S84
Hi, how’s it going? I’m fine. I’m telling you, Stanstead College has really offered

me a taste of life. With all the different and interesting people who come here from
all parts of the world, they’ve taught me and showed me their ways of thinking, their

views of life and their interests for the future. Different people, all starting off here,

in college to continue their lives doing things they’re interested in doing, varying

from becoming a marathoner or a great scientist, to being a famous journalist or

even a lonely musician.

I think that because this school is small in population, it feels like we’re a big

family and we all care for each other, students and teachers. All of us go through

tough sad times and it’s nice to know that there is always a helping hand or someone
near you willing to help. It’s great to think that you have friends from all over the

world, friends forever.

I hope, God I hope! All the best for everyone and I wish them exciting adventures

during their long journeys in life. It’s a vast world, take advantage of it.

I’ve got to go now, take care of yourselves, you hear!



Now that I am approaching the gateway to a future road in my life, I can’t help but

wonder how my present life is affected, and will affect my future. Stanstead gives me

the feeling that I’m getting the best possible opportunity for taking the right direction.

If a student takes advantage of all that Standstead has to offer in the way of physical

and mental pursuits, he or she will start to gain the skills that help one progress along

the road that one chooses after graduation. When we are finally on our way I hope we

can think back on our days at Stanstead and meet once again with faculty and friends

to compare notes on how Stanstead College inspired and helped us.

Christina Apple ’81

I have been here for awhile and I have come to realize that Stanstead is nearly as much

fun as beating preppies with a stick. This school has really changed since my first year,

the people are now sane! If you ever get really bored here remember you can always

nuke Nantucket. Thanks a lot S.C. and the people, I have really had a lot of good

times here, it’s been fun!

Remember ... When we were made examples of (K.F. and N.H.); Cliff and Carlos

a.k.a. Natalie and Diane; When Diane wore something that was not preppie; Old

Duke; Rasta the killer ...; my house on long week end’s; when I had nothing to

complain about; the wenches thinking they were so great; economics with Mr. G;

Noah the Jewish Rasta; the cemetery; X-Mas carols in November; 12W2; the table

changes.

Well people, it’s been real! And in lots of ways Stanstead has been super ... Maybe I

shouldn’t say Stanstead has been super, but everyone here has been super ... I think

you are the best, and that is what is going to make it hard to say goodbye in June.

Sometimes Stanstead hasn’t been the most wonderful place, in fact lots of times, it’s

been terrible, but never lonely and I’m happy to say “I survived!” Anyway, my love to

you all, hang in there!”

Remember ... We all “Yam-Singed” at the Tramway; The big Apple couldn’t say it

and wanted to write it down! 750 lbs Perez; Tha’s a week Tommy!; The A.B.C’s in

Pierce Hall; The cemetery; the fag Angie; REMEMBER ME! ! !

!

Kim Becker ’82



I was at Stanstead for grade seven and I returned to finish off grade twelve. I guess I

can safely say that whatever I start, I finish! In my honest opinion I would not have
liked to finish anywhere else but at Stanstead. I’d like to wish all of the grade 12’s the

best of luck in whatever you decide to do in the future;

And remember To live your life in your own way,
To reach for the goals you have set for yourself,

To be the you that you want to be.

That is SUCCESS!

I’d like to thank my Mom and Dad for their support throughout the year. I love you
both very much. To my girlfriend Caroline: I’ll love you today, tomorrow and always.

P.F.V. - Hard to Say I’m Sorry ...
David Bonn ’83

You go through periods in your life where everything changes so very quickly, and
through my years at Stanstead, I saw very much change around me. The most im-
portant point about changing is that you change with everyone, and we all see each
other grow up. In a place like this you make friends that will last you a lifetime. I know
I have. With the help of those people I have been able to attain the goals I had set forth

for myself.

I have spent four of my most important and memorable years at Stanstead and in

talking to other grads about leaving, we are sad, but we are ready.

Remember ... I 2W 2 ate baby powder; K.B. went hysterical; “aaaaaay” (J.E, J.C,

C.P, T.B.); ‘deep talks’ with F.J. our resident psychiatrist; midnight conferences (I 2)
steering wheels (T.H.); pictures in the dark (A.W.)

Josee Brault ’80

My past 3 years at Stanstead haven’t changed my attitude, only my way of un-

derstanding people. That is, 1 still don’t like certain kinds of people but my experience

has taught me how to differentiate between people in the ‘grey’ area of likes and
dislikes. I have learned to recognize the difference in people’s inner feelings and
learned how to evoke every emotion in a person, good or bad. There, now that all that

is out of the way, what I have learned the most at this school is

the ability to tolerate people you don’t like at all and a lot of how to live and enjoy it.

Remember ... Carlos’ 18th birthday; Grad night 83; Carlos and Nicky in the halls

and Mr. Gallant; ’meester Crawford get out of dee classe’ (French gr. 10).

Robert Burgis ’81

Stanstead will always have a special memory for all the people who come here. In

many ways it seems to develop a stronger and more motivated person through its

academic and athletic programs and through the close relationships that are developed
with students and teachers alike. Stanstead also shelters us from many of the realities

of the outside world. By losing contact we lose understanding and become too con-
cerned with trivialities.

All in all I think highly of the school and am truly grateful for the opportunities of-

fered to me in the last three years.

Remember ... When I killed the dragon; coming alive at night; when Santa went
berserk; behind the graveyard; when I put on my ski boots while still in pyjamas; when
the squash team of ’83 were bums; when we cut Tony’s hair.

Jonathan Chaplin ’81
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It’s an experience! !!!!!!

Remember ... When sleep was just sleep and fun was really fun?; The day the

snowbanks moved for alcohol! Little Peter roamed the earth, we made friends with

this old guy, ‘Duke’ of Rock Island; I could stop having children and relatives popped
out of nowhere; the infirmary was taken over by grade 12’s, hair was disappearing

fast; we had those initiations; Cuba was invaded; there was a subtle aroma of mace
around the place; circulation stopped in the smoker; people came to breakfast with

streaky faces; we couldn’t stop mentioning one particular subject!; Mr. S. wouldn’t

move his car; we set light to the smoker; someone kept borrowing things; snowballs at

1:30; where’s J.P?

My four years at Stanstead will be a timelock which I can always fall back on. I don’t

think I realized at the very beginning of my stay, what the school was doing or what it

would do to me. It has taught me in a latent manner many things. Besides the school

work I have learned to respect people and their property and their thoughts, one thing

that is hardly visible in public school. The other thing I will always cherish Stanstead

for is the social life. I will never forget all the good times, the memories and all the

friends. I feel very strongly for the school, Thank-You Stanstead!

Remember ... The steering wheel; Pizza after lights out; Angela’s party; Tim’s parties;

the river; the water fights; Kevin and the Annex; The log; the pit; Colby nights; The
power failure; Mr. T; Kangaroo courts; “We want Scott!”

Tommy Haitas ’80

Keith David Forsyth ’83

It is impossible to spend 3 years, at an institution without absorbing a lot of its ideals.

In that sense it has played a positive part in my character development, so although my
stay here is over, its influence will be everlasting. There are two people who have given

a lot of themselves and their time to me. I owe them more gratitude than even the most
eloquent of students could put into words. Mr. Boyd and Mrs. Carruthers you offered

me a lot of support as well as friendship, thank-you. Mind you I firmly believe that

without my “unfortunate escapades” their lives would have been tremendously boring

although possibly calmer! I’ll miss you both. One other special individual is you Pen.

You offered friendship that was unconditional, but to you don’t have to say goodbye,

for we have a date in deepest and darkest Africa.

;member ... Special places in time spent with; P.L., S.P., J.B., D.L., N.S.
Claire Haywood ’81

I have thoroughly enjoyed most of my times here at Stanstead. I would especially like

to express my appreciation to those teachers who helped me speak English.

I have come across many teachers and I thought each one was different and original in

his own way, even if I did not get along well with all of them.

I experienced many things while at Stanstead, the most enjoyable of which were rifle

range, smoking and my prefectship. I especially enjoyed playing soccer with Mr.
Walker.

Remember ... the tennis courts ... during exams some of us became very happy about
... The river; the Christmas ’82 dance - somebody disappointed me.

Naoki Itoh ’80
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I have not been at Stanstead College for a long period of time, but I have been able to

form strong bonds of friendship with many people whether it be student or teacher. I

have many goals and plans for the future, many people have willingly given up their

time to advise and help me. I would like to thank them all at this time.

Friendships formed here are ones that shall remain throughout a lifetime. I wish that

everyone may attain their goals and wildest dreams. “Never seek wind in the field for it

is useless to seek what is gone”.

Remember ... When we classified elephants and ate crackers and pate. Late night

discussions in the smoker. Claire, remember the pizzas?; Kim lost the operator. When
Tim wore his polo shirt; Natalie, remember economics class.

Stanstead College was certainly different, and it was real and it was nice, but as

Brookie says, it wasn’t real nice, but it is the best school I’ve ever been to. Thanks go
to N.S., D.L., R.C., S.P., N.R., A.W., 1. 1., E.C., K.B., B.N., P.N., K.F., C.P.,

K.R., J.B., J.P., N.B., Mr. D., Mr. G., Mr. B., and anyone else I forgot, especially

C.H.

Remember ... We went to brekkers at P&M’s; The cemetery; Wake-up’s and No-
Doz’s; Mud fights; confinement; Nathalie’s laugh; Dieting; Diana’s elephants; late

night phone calls; You know who’s bio exams; my bathroom; 1st Grad Weekend;
Steve’s pizza; smoking frogs; Steve’s toilets; cramming for exams; 7 hours detention;

when Kim lost her operator; All our dreams, well just remember.

Diane Lafreniere ’83

Phil Nakis ’78

I have been at Stanstead for a long time. One of my earliest memories was when girls

were enrolled again in my grade 8 year. All the guys finally got away from being

animals, to being or thinking that they were “ladies’ men!” It seemed that each year

the school got tougher academically, especially this year. Well after this year I hope to

go to University, but I’m sure that my time at Stanstead will not be easily forgotten, if

you know when I mean ...

Remember ... when they said that Carlos and Nicky would never last; Beal always

found something to complain about; Mowhawks Kangaroo Court; J.W’s speech for

soccer; Henri and Aphonse on weekends; any class with Mr. Sutherland; Derrick Fung
playing soccer; the germs mastered volleyball; nothing ever worked out as planned.

The first year at Stanstead ... although it was terrible at the beginning it was not really

all that bad.

The second year at Stanstead ... I enjoyed it.

The third year at Stanstead ... I think it’s fantastic. I am even a bit scared to get out of

here.

Thank you all my friends and teachers, I enjoyed being at Stanstead very much.

Remember ... When I decided to come back to grade 12; When we made so much noise

in the chemistry lab; When we got up at 6 A.M. to line up for a shower; The tennis

courts; The oriental connection.

Ji-Ja Park ’82
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My four years at S.C. have been quite enjoyable, I learned a lot of new things and
made a lot of friends. I learned first to stay out of trouble and second, not to get

caught. I will always remember my school and the people in it as I don’t really know if

I will be part of such a group again. I envy those of you who are staying behind in the

lower grades but I hope we meet again later in life. Enjoy your school and be thankful

for what you are receiving; it might not seem like a lot now but wait until you don’t

have it anymore, then you’ll realize how much of a privilege it’s been. Thank You
Stanstead.

Remember ... Compulsory study; Johnny’s credit card; the J’s in the park; The bench

outside Mr. Gallant’s office; Mr. Boyd’s car; Colby House parties, The Annex; Tim’s

car; All my mom’s.
Carlos G. Perez ’80

For me Stanstead College has been a great place. Sure, there is always something new

to complain about, but the place really isn’t as bad as some! When I first came, I felt as

if I would not be able to get along with the people and I was expecting a bunch of

snobs. To my surprise the people were fairly easy to get along with and I know that the

friendships that I have made here will remain for many years to come. The people are

the ones that make being away from home bearable. Stanstead grows on you and I

know that I won’t be able to fully appreciate the school or the people until after 1 leave

the school. I am not worried though ... half of the school comes to Florida for Easter

vacation anyway! !

!

Remember ... The jello flew into the bangs; (to the smokers) Carlotta was invented

behind the smoker door!; I missed the big show from C.P. in your room; Life was

easy!!!
Sarah Pickard ’82

There isn’t a better place, pretty well isolated from the streets, leaving the students no

other alternative but to study. Believe it or not, I have actually built a habit of

studying, although it did take at least years of struggle. I’ve also got a better view of

knowing when and when not to do certain things. Mentally, physically and socially it

has been a great experience. I’m sure I would have been through the same thing

anywhere else, yet I don’t regret coming here. In fact I wouldn’t mind going through it

again, knowing that I could have done better. However, if you really think about it,

life has just begun ...

Remember ... All of Davis Mooned ! ! ! !

!

John Richards ’82

Raul Sanchez ’81

Believe it or not I feel that Stanstead was the first school that I really enjoyed, but like

most things in life we enjoy, you tend to outgrow them, which is a shame. I feel that I

have learned a lot about human nature in general and how to live and get along with

people. For this I thank my parents for giving me the opportunity, and experience of

boarding school. Further more I strongly feel that the school has taught me if you want

to be successful in life, whether it be in sports or school, it takes serious work and

determination.

Remember ... skinny dipping in the river; water fights against Colby; 83 Grad; Philip’s

afro; the moon Noah.
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At Stanstead the students and staff are so very helpful and friendly. You tend to get

close to certain students and when it is time to leave it hurts inside. My years at

Stanstead will never be forgotten for there are a lot of memories here. I made an

especially close friend and she knows who she is.

The chief effect the school had on me was to get used to living in a boarding situation

rather than living at home. I had experiences here that I will always remember. Thanks

Stanstead.

Remember ... Staying up late and studying for exams; Going to P&M’s drinking a Diet

Coke and gossiping about happenings at school; going on the field as a timer with my
black boots and black coat and white flag and yelling ‘one minute to go’; To Kim:

crying in P&M and laughing in the smoker.
Natalie Schlesak ’82

I always knew that I would go to school at the College from the time I was about five,

but now that my six years are almost finished it seems to have gone by so quickly. In

the six years 1 have seen people come and go and I have made a lot of friends. There

are an incredible number of people and experiences that I will never forget. Stanstead

has given me the opportunity to be me. I have had the opportunity to do well in class,

the experience of winning and losing on school teams and the experience of meeting

new people. Sure there are faults at Stanstead, but they are outweighed by the good
points. At Stanstead I have done everything I’ve wanted to do and I have no regrets

about any of the times here. This year in grade 12 we have a good group of people. I’ve

really enjoyed it and I hope everyone has had as much fun and as many rewarding

experiences as I have.

Simon Walker ’78
Remember ... When there were no girls!; The Beal-Beal-Beal chant!

I have had a good time at Stanstead and I think it is a great place. I would like to thank
my advisor, Mr. Chen, for all the help he has given me over the past four years.

Remember ... The infamous squash tournament; the tennis court; my first day in

school; the smoker meetings; the river; the reading room. Steve’s pizza at 2:00 AM.

Johnny Wong ’80
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Terry Burgis ’82

Paul Bachand ’81

Carroll Blois ’81

With the exception of vacations, Stanstead College has been my home since the fall of

1981. It has been a family for me for the past 3 years, and I feel privileged to have been

a part of it. Leaving Stanstead will be difficult for many of us, because the College has

meant a great deal and taught us so much about learning, sharing, coping, playing and

growing up. I must say it makes it a lot easier to leave with the knowledge that, even

though I graduate, my friends and memories will always be with me. To me, the key to

Stanstead is its teachers, so dedicated and caring, who give us much of their time to

guide and encourage us during our developing years at this, our home away from

home.

With all my heart, thanks Stanstead.

Though perhaps my stay in Stanstead has not been a long one I have learned how to

adapt to different situations quickly, though there were times I did not. Perhaps the

greatest things one must learn at school are to keep a broad outlook and remain open

minded in even the most annoying of incidents. Please note, though one must learn

these things, doesn’t mean that I did!

Remember ... Carlos’s boots; The telephone pole; The monkeys; Lifes life; Vote for

fish, 3/4 of the world is water; It was terrible!

GRRDElls
I feel that Stanstead College has helped me grow as an individual in the sense that I

have learned to depend on myself and not on others. Academically speaking you are

very well trained, the teachers really take an interest in the students and do their best to

help them whenever possible. The blend of academics and sports is excellent and the

saying “A healthy mind and a healthy body” certainly stands. I firmly believe that the

school stands up for its motto ‘‘Sanitas, Sapientia, Religio”, and Stanstead will always

remain in my memories.

Remember ... the missed penalty shot in the L.C.C. tournament.
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Being at Stanstead for 2 years gave me the opportunity to make new friends and to

share with them two years of my life. I really enjoyed the school and its people and I

also enjoyed x-country skiing a lot, especially when there was no snow! I also enjoyed

the sleep-in’s, but not really the house confinements’s! I’ll never forget these ex-

periences and I’ll never forget y’all!; “Give to the world the best you have and the best

will come back to you!”

Remember ... the smoker burned down; the fights between N.H. and C.P.; and L.C.

and P.Q.; when I first went X-country skiing; snow; pizza-time: 3 A.M.; the fun

detentions; Dorito’s and Pepsi; the vegs’; V.N., M.P., L.C. the compulsory girls; P.Q.

Laura Caceres ’82

I have had lots of fun in my four years at Stanstead and I find that my academic

capabilities have improved greatly. On the bad side I seem to be alienated from

Montreal. I also seem to appreciate the vacations more than before, especially as the

workload gets heavier and harder. 1 still can’t believe that they would not let me on

compulsory study with a 69.5% average ... twice even!!

Remember ... getting paddled just before my “bar mitzvah”. When our hockey team

was about to play a deciding play-off game, Mr. Ashworth gave us honey, and we

lost ...

Justin Cantor ’80

Stanstead has changed over the five years that I have been here, but then again, so have

I. In my first few years I was totally hung up on being in the “in crowd”, but that

changed in my last two years. The school is a great place, except for the gossiping

grannies amongst the seniors, who make so many unjust accusations. Who knows,

maybe they will mature a bit.

Remember ... Old Duke; The “A” Team; Mash after dinner; Al’s house; Waynes
room; going fishing; John’s apartment; English with the Captain; Conversations with

Jonathan; getting intellectual with Steve.

John Emms ’79

Stanstead College is a place which influences your life a great deal. In my 5 years at the

school it has had many effects on me. The school is very good in an academic sense as

well as an athletic sense. In my years at Stanstead I have met many people from many
different ways of life. This was in itself very fascinating to me, because each and

everyone was different in his or her own ways. Last of all I would like to wish all my
fellow classmates and friends the best in their futures. Good Luck!

!

Remember ... Falling stars; get your finger out!; “Sparrows”; Butler Motel (Ash-

bury); Mr. Chen “significant figure RULE”; Jamie’s hockey debut; “I’ll take it out of

your pocket money”; “Chech”; The Alley; Swenson’s bathroom; New Students’

Races, Sunday football; Spanish classes.

Timothy Eryou ’79
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I guess I’ve got a corner on the seniority market here, this being my 17th year at the

College (5th attending). One big plus in the school is that it teaches you respect for

both fellow students and teachers alike. When I first came here in grade 7, 1 was quite

the mouth but I learned pretty quickly to show respect for fellow students. Some
people may think that I feel added pressure because of my father’s position as

Headmaster but I don’t think so. I see myself as just another student and I don’t use

my father’s authority as a crutch. I consider myself fortunate that I can attend a

private school because it has given me a headstart on University life. I have enjoyed

attending Stanstead and feel I have become a better person because of it.

Remember ... The showdown at the river with the Kamikaze warriors

Geoff Gallant ’79

I was very surprised to find out how the school was organized and how small the

classes were when I arrived. I was used to much bigger classes and the low student-

teacher ratio at Stanstead has helped me in my studies. The teachers really care about

each student. Even though I haven’t been too successful in athletics, the program and

facilities are great.

Remember ... When I forget to get off the football field with the rest of the defence.

When Carlos the kicker was waiting for the snap from, yes, you guessed it, Carlos the

snap.

Philippe Gilbert ’82

The academic and athletic programs of Stanstead are probably two of the finest

around in the province. The academic ability has probably increased while the athletic

ability of people coming to the school has decreased incredibly.

Remember ... Study hall, tying up Jackson up before math class, village idiots, Salem

& Sander get burned; Bunny; Mr. T; under the bridge (gr. 9); the river, Wayne’s in-

nertube; the hole; the log; Culligan and Crispin; Scott R’s goldfish; running to the

barn; P.K’s first time skiing; firecrackers; Speedy; Boo-Boo; Junior Bac; Spelling B’s;

Annex, barn; Terror on ski’s (L.P.); Eryou’s chalet; areobatics at Swensen’s; Louise’s

hair; P.K. vs Richmond Sr. Soccer; Kangaroo court; Green Peace; the dungeon; the

alley.

Jamie Gilchrist ’80

I believe Stanstead College has been very rewarding in helping me achieve my
manhood. My first day at Stanstead was the day after my Bar-Mitzvah - I entered a

world 1 knew nothing about. I had attended only Jewish schools and Stanstead helped

me adapt to other cultures while spreading my own. Stanstead showed me the world of

extracurricular activities ... how to participate and keep involved. In my four years I

experienced happy, frustrating, lonely, and especially memorable moments. I am
thrilled with the thought of returning to Stanstead for grade 12. Many of my friends

will be leaving; to them I wish the best of luck in the future and to all the grads, I hope

you achieve great heights in whatever you do.

Remember ... When I got my perm; running to the pits with Carlos; B-Ball in Quebec

city; Mel, Esther and Mr. G; No. 68!

Michael Gisser ’80
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This is my second and final year at Stanstead and over the two years I have found

many good points and few bad ones. Coming to the school has certainly made me
appreciate Montreal more than I used to. The school has increased my hatred for

shovelling, raking and getting up early. However, overall, I have had many good times

here, and there will be a lot of good memories.

Remember ... When Carlos gracefully jumped off the T.V. and landed stomach first

on Birdman. When honorable Albert almost went out with Rosalba; When Justin,

Phil and I used to jump on our broom-sticks and scream down the halls like witches!

!

Noah Heney ’82

Stanstead means a lot to me. After spending two years of my life for the purpose of

learning English and French, I really think it was worth it. It was my first experience at

adjusting to a boarding school where I learned how to share with people that are not

my real family and how to live with them. I had some bad times but of course a lot of

good times and they are the ones that I will never forget. Becoming a prefect made me
very happy because it fulfilled one of my desires. I will never forget the teachers and

students who were so much help.

Remember ... shovelling for a two hour D.; Soccer practice when Mr. Chen was mad
When I went skiing for the first time and Tommy had to bring me back down the hill

Prefects meetings with Mr. Gallant “I don’t want to see hickies on anyone’s necks”

Mr. Boyd’s ties; My first snow-job.
Sarah Hernandez ’82

Nicky, a mixture of rowdy Mexican and Canadian has been experiencing the joys of

Stanstead for 4 years. It all began in Grivell where she cried for three weeks straight.

However, she began to enjoy it and the years passed by quickly and quietly. She

continually complains about one being bigger than the other and spends most of her

time with a sweet fatso named Carlos. So where to next year? Have no fear she will be

back. Whatever you decide, go for it love, cause I think you are the greatest!

Remember ... Mr. G’s sexy legs; Simon Walker - the kiss from Louise; Grivell House;

Winner roommates; C.M’S garbage pails; The weekend of confinement; The Moon
Palace and the park bench; shoveling snow and cleaning ovens.

Nicole Hess ’80

I think that the education here was of very high standards. In my years here I’ve found

that my attitude has changed a lot. When I leave I think I’ll appreciate it a lot more,

because this school is good, I just haven’t realised it yet ... If you want a good

education and good opportunity, this is the place to be.

Scott Hospes ’79
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My first impression of Stanstead was “I’ll give it a try, but I know that I won’t like it.”

Well my thoughts are exactly the opposite now. Stanstead has done quite a lot for me,

like help keep my head on straight, etc. ... Stanstead, you’re really not that bad! And
I’m going to miss you all. I’d like to say thanks to all the people who have been there:

A.W. (Skiddley); N.R.: S.P. (Boo-Boo); J.B. (gonna miss ya hosee); F.J. (Fredskis)

N.H. (Hiney!); J.C. (Take care); cast of Anne Frank, all the prefects, all the girls and

gossipers of Colby, Mr. “D”, how can I forget, Mom and Dad, and to a special P.M.,

take care and I luv ya all!

Remember ... when wrong-way got her name; we had gang toidies; rapped about

chicken sauce; Santa went berserk; we had midnight gossip; K.B. had an operator

problem; J.B. went nuts!

SEX & VIOLENCE! That’s all that runs these people: sex and violence! The only

movies they find entertaining are about sex and violence. If you want them to pay
attention, you have to either talk to them about sex or threaten to get violent. They’re

all like that ... except one, but they are still working on Kae-Ja! I won’t make
judgements on how good or bad Stanstead is (cause if I say it’s good it’ll look like I’m

sucking up and if I say it’s bad I don’t think it’ll get published!) It’s an experience, and
like any experience, good or bad, it’s not what you do with it that counts, it’s what you
learn from it.

Remember ... The one point; Stafford attacking Coutts; indoor football; Scott’s 3 day

weeks; Schlien’s eating habits; Spanish class with Mr. Gomez; Frisbeeing Schlien’s

“Village People”; records; Davis House initiation; food fights; “touch” football;

“six-inches.”

You are a small bird, travelling in a warm spring night, visiting Stanstead College

campus as you notice a small, rounded man locking up the gym. Your flight is calm

and clear and you try to perceive all details which happen in the area. As you fly, you

see from outside the window of Bugbee a large man walking slowly and quietly

through the dark halls as small kids whisper to each other. You fly away towards a

bigger building called Colby where a lot of noise occurs. You fly across the third floor

window where you notice baretopped girls walking in the halls, shouting at each other.

You glide over to a medium-sized building, noticing from large windows two boys

twirling and spinning to the sound of music. You turn around the corner and perch

yourself on a hill and see in the window a pile-on of twenty boys, all with smiles on
their faces. You then think to yourself, what a school!

I think it’s been a worthwhile 5 years at Stanstead because I have learned how to live

with people and about life in general. Coming here has shaped my life and prepared me
for the future. I hope to come back again next year, because every year I feel I get more
and more attached to the school; which will make it even harder to eventually leave.

Remember ... Panama Boy; Blockhead, satellite watching; Junior Bach’s pile-on’s;

Sunday Football Games; Late night talks “Chez tommy’s”; Kamikazee Warriors; P’s

strike again; Hey Leroy? What’s going down!? Suicides; Salem and Sanders get

burned; Kelly, you’re UGLY!!; Snowjobs; Skinny dipping in the Tomifobia ...

Patrick Kelly ’79

Fred Juster ’81

Ilona Innus ’82
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Jean Langevin ’79

Over the years that I have been at Stanstead my attitude towards my fellow students

changed. I also found, surprisingly, how certain teachers are willing to help. To even

go as far as giving me extra study time on Saturday nights. I was also very impressed
with the attitude the College has towards sports, for, before coming to Stanstead, I

never did any sports.

Remember ... Late assignments; last minute work on science fair; Compulsory study;

Detentions; Swim practice; my first good joke (which is also my last since!); “It’s not

my fault if I’m French ...”

Jacques Lepine ’79

After being at the school for slightly less than a year, I find it quite difficult to make
too many concrete comments. I have enjoyed my stay here and feel I have gotten a lot

out of the school. I have met a lot of friends and feel 1 have done well academically and

had a lot of fun socially.

Old Duke
John Emms
The “A” Team

Remember

Steve Mcllroy ’83

Pierre-Denis Legault ’80

During the time that I have spent here I’ve had the privilege of meeting a lot of people
from many varied backgrounds. I feel that I have learned a great deal from them.
Being a member of the school body takes some getting used to but if you can handle
the workload that’s half the battle, the other half is putting up with the food. All

joking aside I must admit that I’ve enjoyed my stay at the school and hope to finish my
grade 12 here. As a final note I wish all the grads the greatest of success with their

future plans, especially those I have grown to know so well -- my roommates.

Remember ... Stafford beatings, the log; late night talks in Tom’s room; Saturday
night videos in Bugbee; Singing carols to all of Colby; When there were only 25 girls;

L.C.C. weekends; The Butler; Late night parties in Davis.

Well, I guess I was meant to come here. When, because of an accident, I had to spend a

term in Montreal before returning to the school, I realized just how great this place

was. I had to have teachers come into my home and then had to attend another school

for awhile, and there I felt like an intruder.

When I returned to Stanstead it was as though I had only been gone for a weekend. I

knew everybody and they knew me. It was a great feeling. I am not the only one who
thinks this a great school, several people have remarked “That’s a really great school

you’re going to.”

Remember ... One Saturday, while watching cartoons in grade 7, Phil say’s out loud

that I look like a bird. Thus “Tweety”; Mr. Ashworth and his “Let’s go
OISEAUX! !”
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Stanstead College has been a good experience for me, and although I have only been

here two years I have learned a lot both socially and academically (I hope). There were

good times and there were bad times. There were memories to remember and memories

to forget, but I will leave Stanstead with good memories and good friends, for what is

there if you don’t have this? Well, I guess there is always the opposite sex! Special

thanks to my best friend Louise, and good luck to all the grads.

Remember ... those exciting Friday nights; falling pennies; when you’re good you get

...; have you lost your roommate???; escape form BAD!; our signs; we believed!

!

Andrea Mickie ’82

“I am really happy now because I realize how important it is to eat raw fish and drink

carrot juice!” Vivianne Neumann, 1984.

Remember ... When Miss Carleton walked into the room and you were singing on the

top of your desk; when we sat in Mrs. Edgar’s office and watched the Chinese

acrobats. When I wanted to go home and was confined; when Lisa’s face turned green,

long discussions about watermelon diets; the Christmas Physics exams when we stayed

up all night and were 24% loosers; Newport, the parade, and of course, no taxi! Heidi

came to take us out and we ended up in the ditch.

Vivianne Neumann ’82

Stanstead College is the first school at which I studied in Canada. It is very different

from my old school in Hong Kong. The teachers are very interested in the students and

they are a great deal of fun. There are many activities at Stanstead and sometimes it is

very hard to choose what to do. I have had a wonderful first year.

Remember ... Opening day

The first day of tests

My first Physics class

Susanna Ng ’82

The first day that I came to the school I found out it was not as big as I thought. I

hated the first few days because I was a new student and didn’t know very many

people. I was scared, but as time went on I met many very nice people whom I will

never forget. I will also not forget the teachers who were all very nice and helpful to

me.

Remember ... the new students’ race; forgetting to change the time back 1 hour.

Tammy Ng ’83
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I’ve been to many schools in my life in many different places, but I’ve never been to a
boarding school before and I think it is nice to live with my friends. To be honest I

came to Stanstead because I had no choice, but once I got here I realized how fortunate

I was. Although I hated the red blazer at first, I got used to it as I also got used to a
small school. I had been used to schools of over 2000. I think it’s great when you can
get to know everybody.

We met a Japanese speaking monkey in Quebec City; The song that went “urf-urf”;

We were going after a jerk fly and Mrs. A came along and kicked it in the -— and the

poor thing was gone forever.

Michiko Nohara ’83

When I got here two years ago, I didn’t know if I would be able to last. But as the time
passed I made friends, learned English, and began to like this place a lot. What I liked

the most was the people, the life. You live so close to everyone, you’re like brothers
and sisters. I had some really good times and also some bad times, but we always
remember the good and push the bad memories away. I won’t forget Andrea, who was
always there for me and who had the patience to teach me English. I thank you all,

especially my friends, and I wish you the best of luck in the years to come. Remember
to always be happy and smile; that’s the best way to live!

Remember ... Pittsburgh with x-country running; Mr. B’s keys; Mr. S’s snowjob;
Place Bonaventure, are you serious?; Professor xx; affected by 4; the gym.

Louise Paradis ’82

My three years stay at Stanstead College has passed so quickly that it seems as if it is

only months ago that I first came to the school. I remember how helpless I felt when I

first arrived. Living in a boarding school in a new country without any familiar faces

scared me. Thank God there were some kind students, who talked to me and helped me
get out of my shell. They were mostly grade twelves and I considered them big and
mature, and I respected them highly. I am now in grade 1 1 . Indeed, all my friends have
grown bigger, but somehow I don’t see much difference in myself compared to three
years ago. Perhaps it is because time can fly at Stanstead. In the short time we’ve spent
together, we made great memories. - Friends I’ll never forget, and fun things we did
together. There is more than enough to remember and all I can say is ‘Thank you very
much and best wishes to all of you.’

Thanks Stanstead for giving me the chance to make something out of myself. Special
thanks to: Lili, Vivi, Stretch, 12W2, Mousi and Chichi for cigarettes, clothes and
food, Claire and Penny for making me eat, C.M. doing my book review in French,
what would I have done without you? And thanks again S.C. for giving two girls the
best suntan’s of their lives!

Remember ... when you were in Mrs. Edgar’s office watching Chinese acrobats; the
water fights; when the funny smell came out of our closets; the long days at the in-

firmary; at the river passing stooges that asked us if the water was good; the doll

hanging from the window; imitations in the smoker at 3:00 A.M.; long long lasting

diets; skinney dipping in the pool, and getting caught; When you went skiing and
broke your thumb.Angela Perzow ’82
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September went by quickly; But still I was shy,

I wouldn’t go out on weekends; All I’d do was sit on my bed and cry.

Then came October; When I started to like this guy,

He’s an English-Canadian named S....; He was too shy.

Now we can’t forget Mile. Vautier; She’s so nice and sweet,

Everytime she says good night; She says “Bonne nuit”.

Let’s talk sports now; Intramurals was a gas,

But that didn’t help me in gaining weight on my a..

Remember ... Waiting for Scott in Mtl., L.C. skiing, the park with Scott, Birdman

rolling away. Margarita Peynado ’82

I have been at Stanstead for 3 years now and I can remember my first year when most

of my Saturday evenings were in detention hall. I smartened up a bit and realized that

there were many better things to do on Saturday night than sit at a desk with someone

watching over you.

Stanstead has meant a great deal to me during my years here and I have made friends

who are like brothers and sisters to me. I feel I have become a much better person while

being here and I am going to find it hard to leave. I will feel that I am taking a part of

the school with me and that I am leaving some of myself behind.

Remember ... Jamie’s “sympathy junkie’’; Gilchrist’s sunburn; spud’ one-on-one ball

games in the room; Salem and Sander get burned.

Patrick Quinlan ’81

Thank you Mr. Gallant for giving me a second chance.

Thank you Mr. Gallant and Mrs. Edgar for giving me a second chance. Thank you to

all my teachers for helping me understand and for helping me do reasonably well.

Special thanks to all my comrades in helping me fight this three-year war. Stanstead

College has helped me realize my potential in life. One thing in life I’ll never forget is

YOU. And special thanks to Mom and Dad.

Remember ... the skunk; Jay peak; Squaw and the junior smoker; skinny dipping and

someone was watching!!; Bucketing Mr. Philip by mistake; The day Heidi came up;

All those late nights we couldn’t sleep for some strange reason; Pink Dares; V.N,

remember the bus ride back from Quebec; 12 hours detention.
Lisanne Roberson ’81

I have been here for three years and have been able to like everything but English. The

best place to spend a weekend I’ve found is in the detention hall where there is nonstop

entertainment. Of course you make a lot of friends in this place, and mind you even

through the troubles I have had I would rather they would be here than in a public

school. Everybody has to leave this place sometime and for me it is finally here.

DannyRemember ... E.M.L.’s; Detentions; Compulsory study; Football practice

Folland; Carlos jumping on Birdman from the TV set.

Kelly Robinson ’81
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Well after being here 4 years I can say that I liked this school a bit. 4 years is a long

time, but this school isn’t so bad after all. There are some times that we say we want to

leave, but ... Anyway, I got to meet some great people at Stanstead like Sarah, Ann,
Micheal (fuzz) whom I will never forget. Your friends here are like brothers and sisters

because you live so close to them. I guess what makes this school is more the people

than the place.

Remember ... Grivell house; when you almost got me to eat shaving cream in my sleep;

when Ann and I got the snow-job; Grad weekend in room 3006; when Sarah’s radio

went up very loud while she had her headphones on and was trying to sleep; when you
came to visit me after your morning jog.

Nathalie Roux ’80

During my two years stay at Stanstead I learned a great deal about responsibility and
friendship. There are both good and bad sides to this school, but the bad are not worth
mentioning.

I was very surprised to see such a vast athletic program with such excellent facilities.

However, many long remembered events have happened to me in my two years and
they are social and academic as well as athletic.

During my time at Stanstead I have matured greatly and for this I thank the school.

My moments here have been enjoyable and will be long remembered.

Remember ... Birman’s appendicitis; The night before Christmas holiday

Riad Salem ’82

Stanstead has meant a great deal to me so far, even though I have only been here for

two years and there is very likely one more to go. I have learned a great deal here and
may be even changed a bit. I believe that students can learn a great deal at Stanstead
and still have a tremendous amount of fun. I have had many good times here.

Remember ... Hospes driving to Mirabel

The midgets

Simon at the Sports Assembly
Davis House floor wars.

Michael Sander ’82

When I first came here 2 years ago, my first impression was that of a fairy tale. After I

had experienced detentions and house confinement, I’ve realized that Stanstead can be
quite the opposite. I have also realized that X-Country skiing is not my favorite sport,

Mr. Eveleigh can prove that.

After being here for 2 years I’ve learned to get along better with people. My stay at

Stanstead has had its bad times, but I can’t say it was all bad.

Remember ... The Spanish Connection; The gigolo; My fights with Tom; Luc “The
Superman”; John Chaplin’s summersaults; in the pool like a maniac; Phil’s fat legs; I

can now say “My name is Eliane.”

Eliane Soffer ’82
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Although this is my first year here at Stanstead I’m having a really enjoyable year with

all the sympathetic and nice people who live here with me. Everybody, students and

staff are always willing to help me when I have problems, which happens quite often

with me because this is my first year speaking English.

I am not eager about the end of the year because it will be hard to leave my friends and

the school, after a year of fun and hard work and mutual cooperation. I will never

forget my year at Stanstead. I feel it is the opportunity that everyone should be lucky

enough to have.

Remember ... Two hours on the bus, sleeping through Nicholas Nikleby, and the two

more hours on the bus back; being scared during the creep show and then all our nice

friends trying to scare us.

I’ve been at S.C. for 5 years now, and that is a long time to spend in one place, but I

couldn’t think of any other place I’d rather be. The thing that makes S.C. so special is

the people, and there are a lot of special people that I’ll never forget. I’ve watched

them come and go, and there are some who fill in the gaps, but believe me Nat and

Sarah, there are no replacements for you. I have a lot of good memories of this place,

and I want to thank the people for making these memories: C.M., M.K. (Fuzz), C.P.,

P.M., J.C., P.L., A.P, (Jello), J.B., K.B., 1. 1. (Wrong Way), J.F.J., P.K., T.E.,

C.D., and special thanks to N.R., and S.P./who I’m going to miss a lot.

Remember ... When there were only 17 girls, the EBY-GEBY’S, “High Ya”, the good
old days and all the great times sun tanning behind the barn.

Ann Wadleigh ’79

In my four years at Stanstead College I learned a lot, not only academically but

socially as well. The atmosphere of many different cultures helped me to understand

the ways of others around the world. I also learned to appreciate home and friends

much more. Being away from home is a good lesson. I can’t say that I loved or hated

my stay here. You come back from a long weekend only to begin the countdown for

another weekend again, and you think it will never come, but when June finally rolls

along, you can’t believe how fast the time went.

Remember ... J.C., N.H., J.C., P.N., K.F., J.G., gave me a trim; we used to visit old

Duke; the play was over, Chaps and Noah?

Annie Tremblay ’83

Tony Xenos ’80



A TIME FOR US

The road has been long my friends,

And soon it will be the end.

We’ve had some good times, my friends,

I hope that we meet again.

And the road will be trying,

But you’d better keep your head up high,

I bet ya we could even fly away,

But you’ve gotta stay high.

Remember on the bus?

We were happy and carefree.

We’ve had some good times my friends and me,

But now the time is running from us.

It seems not too long ago,

That you were the faces I didn’t know.

And now we’ve grown with each other,

And you are all my brothers ...

Lyrics and Music: Josee Brault; 1982
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Addresses

P. BACHAND
1230 Marlborough Court

Apt. No. 501

Oakville, Ontario

LGH 3K6
(416) 844-8966

C. BLOIS
P.O. Box 6088 Station A
c/o Montreal Engineering

Montreal, Quebec
H3C 3Z8

T. BURG1S
Box 8724

Dhahran
Saudi Arabia

S. HOSPES
24 Pierce Ave.

Stanstead, Quebec
JOB 3E0 Box 238

(819) 876-2408

I. INNUS
5605 Du Bocage
Pierrefonds, Quebec

H8Z 1L4

(514) 626-6548

A. JOHNSON
Box 1239

Lambeth, Ontario

(519) 652-5675

L. CACERES J F. JUSTER
E. Aparicio 36, Ens. Julieta 3184 St. Sulpice Road

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic Westmount, Quebec

(809) 565-7249 H3Y 2B9
(514) 931-0540

J. CANTOR
3434 Redpath St.

Montreal, Quebec

H3G 2G3

J. EMMS
214 Loxley Ave.

Beaconsfield, Quebec

(514) 695-2243

TIM ERYOU
Box 212

Beebe, Quebec

JOB 1E0

(819) 876-2078

GEOFF GALLANT
Stanstead College

Stanstead, Quebec
JOB 3E0

(819) 876-2325

P. GILBERT
6000 Deacon Road,
Montreal, Quebec
H3S 2T9

J. GILCHRIST
1 15 Beacon Hill Road
Beaconsfield, Quebec
H9W 1S8

(514) 694-1227

M. GISSER
6950 Cote St. Luc Road
Apt. No. 1108

Montreal, Quebec

(514) 482-6199

N. HENEY
517 Landsdowne Ave.

Montreal, Quebec
H3Y 2V4

S. HERNANDEZ
Roberto Pastoriza

No. 117, Naco
Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic

N. HESS
365 De Chateauguay

Apt. No. 239

Longueuil, Quebec

J4H 3X5
(514) 463-2243

P. KELLY
c/o Royal Bank of Canada
Apartado 70666

Caracas 071

Venezuela

752-6146

J. LANGEVIN
1310 Berthier St.

Chambly, Quebec
J3L 3A5
(514) 658-5608

P.D. LEGAULT
4405 du Souvenir

Chomedy, Laval

H7W 1B9

J. LEPINE
Ayers Cliff

Quebec
JOB ICO
(819) 838-4863

S. McILROY
70 Bnating Way
Kanata, Ontario

K215 1P8

(613) 592-4914

A. MICKIE
5550 Victoria

Lachine, Quebec
Canada
H8T 1L2

(514) 636-4629

V. NEUMANN
330 Logan
St. Lambert, Quebec

(514) 465-6768

S. NG
33 Braemar Hill Road
Flat B, 13th Floor

Hong-Kong
H-785438

T. NG
33 Braemar Hill Road
Flat B, 13th Floor

Hong-Kong
H-785438

M. NOHARA
2 Westmount Square
Apt. 306, Westmount
H3Z 2S4

(514) 932-5760

L. PARADIS
3460 Olivier Ave.

Brossard, Quebec
Canada, J4Y 2J5

K. J. PARK
3455 Drummond St. No. 102

Montreal, Quebec
H3G 2R6
(514) 288-4838

A. PERZOW
482 Mt. Pleasant,

Westmount, Quebec
Canada
(514) 931-4825

M. PEYNADO
Alma Mater

No. 29, Esq. Mexico

Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic

(809) 567-0574

P. QUINLAN
11950 Maide Stone Dr.

West Palm Beach, Fla.

33414

(305) 793-4028

L. ROBERSON
599 Parkview

Ohlerburn Heights

Quebec, Canada
JH3 2M3
(514) 464-6134

K. ROBINSON
c/o Montreal Engineering

P.O. Box 6088
Station A, Montreal

Canada
H3C 3Z8

N. ROUX
18 Belvedere

Arthabaska, Quebec

(819) 357-7611

R. SALEM
10400 de L’Acadie

Montreal, Quebec
H4A 2N3
(514) 335-1519

M. SANDER
Dunrobin, Ontario

Canada, K0A 1T0

(613) 832-2128

E. SOFFER
IVA Transversal, Res Ribaldo

Apt. Al, La Castellana

Caracas, Venezuela

328256 (Phone)

A. TREMBLAY
1460 Terasse Romaine
Ville de la Baie

Quebec, 67B 3V5

(418) 544-4066

A. WADLE1GH
Box 124

Beebe, Quebec
JOB 1E0

(819) 876-5108

T. XENOS
7620 Tyrol

Brossard, Quebec
Canada
J4W 1N7

(514) 671-7827

CHRISTINA APPLE
117 Offutt Road
Bedford, Massachusetts

01730

(617) 274-0048

TIM BEAL
1389 Redpath Crescent

Montreal, Quebec
H3G 1A1

(514) 849-4400

KIM BECKER
c/o Scimitar Oils Ltd. SA
P.O. Box 4311

Deira, Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Middle East

971-4-480311

MARIE-JOSEE BRAULT
335 Lepage
Dorval, Quebec
H9S 3G1
(514) 631-3691

ROBBIE BURGESS
c/o Aramco
Box 8724

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

JONATHAN CHAPLIN
36 Fairground Lane
Woodbridge, Ontario

L4L 3B7
(416) 851-4220

KEITH DAVID FORSYTH
37 Ingleby Way
Wallington

Surrey SM6 9LP
England
01-647-7403

TOMMY HAITIS
8095 Natalie

Brossard, Quebec
(514) 656-4640

CLAIRE HAYWOOD
P.O. Box 1288

Stowe, Vermont
05672

(802) 253-4778

NAOK1 ITOH
70 Erskine Avenue
Apt. No. 403

Toronto, Ontario

4MP 1Y2

(416) 485-3884

DIANA LAFRENIERE
402 Forest

St -Paul de Joliette

Quebec J0K 3E0

(514) 756-6686 or 753-4229

PENNY LOOME
‘Tarot’

R.R. No. 4 Fortune

Nr Souris

P.E.I. Canada
(902) 687-3253

or

1320 C.P.

c/o Petrangol Luanda
Dem Rep Angola
Luanda 26021

PHILIP NAKIS
117 Wilson Road
Dollard des Ormeaux
Quebec
(514) 684-1462

JI-JA PARK
3455 Drummond St.

Apt. No. 102

Montreal, Quebec
H3G 2R6
(514) 288-4838

CARLOS G. PEREZ
2216 Coral Way
Miami, Florida

(305) 858-1717

SARAH PICKARD
2700 Bayshore Blvd. No. 495

Dunedin, Florida

33528

(813) 734-3398

JOHN RICHARDS
177 Denom Avenue
Paterson, New Jersey

07504

(201) 278-1737

RAUL SANCHEZ
Cerro Matoso S.A.

Carrera 10a No. 27-27

Piso 40

A A 6823
Bogota, Columbia
284-0700

NATALIE SCHLESAK
P.O. Box 3627 Dubai
United Arab Emirates

480-721

SIMON WALKER
12 Dufferin

Stanstead, Quebec
JOB 3E0
(819) 876-7386

JOHNNY WONG
2, Ho Man Tin Hill Rd.

1/f Flat B
Kowloon, Hong Kong
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Alumni

Dear Stanstead and Staff,

Let me first say how pleased we are to be able to participate

in your wonderful yearbook. We know some of the students

and staff have worked very hard on the Spectrum and we
hope the rest of the community appreciates their efforts.

If you will give me a few moments I will briefly try to

explain the function of your Alumni Association. The
association is only as good as its membership. If we do not

have the cooperation of the present and future graduates, we
will not prosper. We try hard every year to sponsor as many
events as possible; these include: sports banquets, parties,

dances and many other outings. We organize hockey leagues

in both winter and summer and also organize many hockey

and basketball tournaments throughout the year. Most im-

portantly the Alumni Association allows you to develop

meaningful friendships which last for many years.

Have pride in your school and help it to prosper by sup-

porting it and your Alumni. Remember it’s YOUR Alumni.

Yours sincerely,

A1 Rich, President

ALUMNI SOCCER GAME

It was a cold, fall day, and the Stanstead College Alumni all-stars took

on the ever popular school team. We, the Alumni, knew that we were in

trouble right from the start when we realized we did not have enough
players to field a full team. Coach Walker helped us by lending us a few of

his players, which ultimately was the key to our victory.

The Alumni looked over the import rule even though the college team
had more than they were supposed to!! Even with the college team
bringing players from all over the world the Alumni were not worried until

the whistle blew to start the game. Not only was it cold but also we found

out quickly that the school team was in far better physical shape than us.

By the end of the game, players from both sides were tired, cold and
thirsty. The end result was that the Alumni won with the added help of the

few players loaned to us. To those players, thanks again.

The Alumni soccer team would like to thank Mr. Walker and his well

coached soccer team for a great game, especially since most of us never get

to play anymore.
Until next year remember ‘soccer is the number one sport in the world’.

Good luck to all.

Greg Brown
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ALUMNI HOCKEY

Stanstead College Alumni Association has a busy year-round schedule of hockey.

The season starts in November, when the Alumni play in an “Industrial League”,
which plays at L.C.C.’s rink. The 1983-84 season was the Alumni’s first season in this

league and started off slowly, however, finished up in good shape.

Alumni also plays in a summer league from May to August. The summer league is an

Alumni League, made up of teams of Alumni from Stanstead, L.C.C., Loyola and
Westmount High School. This is a fairly competitive league in which Stanstead usually

fairs well.

During the 1983-84 season, L.C.C., Loyola and Stanstead all hosted “Old Boys”
hockey tournaments. Loyola won all three but Stanstead had a good time at all of

them.

In addition to the regular hockey seasons and tournaments there are the regular

events at the College, “The Lady B-Red & White” games and the Alumni-Varsity

hockey game. The former was postponed this year and the latter was won convincingly

by a small, but strong Alumni team, made up of graduates from Four decades.

The year-round Alumni Hockey program is a good way to maintain contact with

former classmates and to make friends with graduates from other years. It is also a

good way to stay in shape.

The Alumni is always looking for new players, should you wish to participate in any

way or any events, please contact either of the following: Peter Wynne - 694-7684;

Dugie Ross - 288-4848 (o) or 486-6133 (h).

Looking forward to seeing you all at the next game.

Geoff Wagner
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The Science Fairs

Trophy Winner

Seniors

Carroll Blois and Kae-Ja

Park.

HOT SHOTS

Juniors

Andrew Schell and Jason

St. Amour.
PHOTOGRAPHY
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Casino Night
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Closing Week at Stanstead
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Baccalaureate and

ADEMIC AFA
HE SCHOOL
'

•MP7
Grad^8

GradJ9

lradel7

Grad«8

Grade! 9

Grade 17

Grade*8

Grade 9

Grads 7

Grade 8

Grade 9 .

Gr?ds 8

Grade 9

Grade 7

Grade 9

ovemfiitit in HPsh (Second Language)

Ifosnrnpmved in French Prize^Second Language)

Prizes in Spanish Beginners

Intermediate

SENIOR SCHOOL

Grade 10

. Grad> it

itish Pi 'ze

frffc fr*2 ‘i

.rn.btry Pn/es

f^rize

theinatics Prizes

GRADE 12 CERTIFICATES

Prizes for General Proficiency Grade 7

Graded

.

Grade 9

.

Bartholomew Kasowski

ffiine-

jry Bruce

•of'SCHOOL CERTIFICATES OF ACADEMIC \CUIEVEMENT

Ottilia Nrentampe

. tticjria ttehar •

(Jaw Moores

Annie Tferabla,

Zubin Pa itnaKi /T^M^Bwgi

Matthew Harding T> im *

Zubin Panttoki j Paul Bad

hitfield Prize for the Most Origfi

in Senior School

'don Prize for Science

Its Prize for Improvement in

Mackenzie Prize for English Literature in

istead Historical Society Prize for Hist-ry

I Fergusion Prize for History
'

pklOR SCHOOL CERTIFICATES Ol'.ACAE

GRADE 12

rize

Psychology Prize

Sociology Prize .

History Prize .

Geography Prize

Chemistry Prize

Physics Prize

Biology Prize

Mathematics Prize

Terrence But *
. Zubin Partita* i

Jonathan Cftapli

Paul Bacham:

Nntmu Moore

Stephen Mcllro

FMENTACUTE 1 id

Ji-Ja Park

Diane Lafreniere
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f

Audet T§ phy

ir fPubiic Spewing

jRstary Club ;

The Yjar Book Award

lurifcr
|

Senior School Science Fair

The fertile Campbell Kei

Alumni Bursary Award

the Canadian pi fie Co|

The Raymond teste

The, Banting Bursar

The : Kenneth Reed Ms

The Leo

The Thomas

Tne Shirley Woit

The Spoffortfi T

House Director'

House pi rector s' 4wara

House Director's Award

Headmaster s Award ii

Headmaster's Award

(All-Campus Challenge Trophy)

rspus Sports

>.Trophy for aH-round'E^elleiice

IL % % m
for allround : Excdfenc^ud Sps

for. an.round Excellence and S[

* for all-round Excellence and l

1 1 round Excellence and Leaders!

hPtor ail-round Excellence and

brtsmanslj

sportsmans

eadership

hip in Crof

WadlejglT

SportsmcExcellence an

ah Hernandei

fimothy Eryoul

Peter Morris <

ATHLETIC AWA:

The Bowman Hail Award

The Bilks' Bronze Medal for the best Student in Grade 10

HM§(l|fnof Generals Medal. tor the best Student »n Grade 1

The Bilks* Silver Medal for the best Student in Grade !J

The pitch® Memorial Prize -The Schools Highest Awed

1 i^r

J

Who PHTsI
:

.

$gh Aggregate

fll^piJIiam Gr ec

Cro|s Countrv Rujinng

The Bobby Moor.

The W A, Kftchen Tfj

The Eric Ed Trophy fo^

, Ferguson Trd$h.

gmanship in Girl*
"

k E C. Amarcn I

Basketball

|isi Goodleaf Memorial

^pnanship in Gul'

i D^vos Trophy for

* Allfe Amaron Trophy _______
isell Langley Memorial Cup for best all-round Boy Track Athlete.

Robert Burgis

Zubin Panthaki

SPECIAL ATHLETIC

and Lea

round ikiplence and

and Sportsmanship in Hockey

Girl Track and Field Athlete

(Already presented at various Athletic Assemblies)
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“Remember When ...”

MARGARITA

he space cadet: felt ck»

Could see were her Ait
1C . was here

If and ®#J.

lecomi

JONATHAN

-my elephant man
-the impossible dream (Chooch-chooch; UGNNN!)
-winter came and the cockroaches crawled into that

smelly . .

.

-sitting on the porch at 3:00 a. m. with Snuckums
-Mr. Gallant let a “foo-foo”
-Weasel slept through Geography
-Goy-Goy played Trivial Pursuit

PHiqp :/

-Speaking Rasta in P&M’s
Old Duke
-hi) those nights up late doing homework
-thffscalator in from of the smoker window
-ojSr first squash tournament (Tim Beal)

-afi those parties at Tim’s house
-gang of threejilus Keith or Tim or Tony etc...

. Aim Baffoons actually existed

“N . IB _
PATRICK K. ^ X *.

; -deep sea fishing in the Tomifobia
-Golby House ’79-’8I

-Sehlien Schiien Vasaline

-the boo!
-fiver rafting

-The Bugbee Bomb
‘-chasing Morris all over Colby
-“AND I’M AUNT JEMIMA!!”
rP’s strike again

MARIE-JOSfiE

-Pan

-Tim';

-P.N. and pumpkin men atidkiller tape recorders
r> •sj.fon icina (A.W..IAV-)

As”? (iuv va T.B.t)

Kind “settings?” (T.H.)

’highway, killer mosquitoes! (L.G., J?B.
i!)

iii(S.P.)

-we lr;

-across

P.N,
l-SV-f

jvyiiuhellouseof the Ri:

kl5W’^W:«.

DAVID

-Vo pain - No gain

-Kelly R. you run like a fox

-I bucked one and Timbuktu.

EL1ANE

-the escapes to the smoker at night

-we sunbathed like frying sausages in spring

-the snow jobs
-1 was happy at Tim’s house
-I didn’t smoke
-we went skating at the arena (my bum still hurts)

-the funny nose of our headmaster
-the lively John Emms
-the fool Pat Kelly was

KAE-JA

-we struggled in the mud in the football field and

swam in the puddle!!

gd up one night and listened to professor

1 1 oulsc and Andrea)
Rased an -unidentified flying object(? ! ) all the

way from the lipid to Colby! !'

(to Terry and Geoff)

-your haicturnecB>reen? So much for the ‘pert up and

let the sfcft shine through!’

M1CHAK1 G.

-chasing Peter arqund LeBaron Hall

•dining hall brttwls with Mike ’Vasa’ Schiien

-mud fights

-football with Tony in Colby
-floor, (pad, ruler hockey
-Mike and Cfeoff strat-o-matic fanatics

-The Swamp -GB, Quinh. Robinson Roomies
-The Blues Brothers

* -Robinson Beats

ILONA

-we stuck like glue |

-‘

^-we tried to “remember when"
-we had midnight gossip

-we all felt “groovy ’fM
-K.B. beat Chaps yam singing!

-we had a ‘wonderful time’ at the Annexe
-we went berserk instead of Santa
we had all the ycahhhhh’s

-chocolate cake was Mr. Chem’s favorite dessert

-we all changed jackets and guess who “?” walked in!

-Mr. Denney wanted you at the gym! (to Pat Kelly)

-Pat and Tim hung you out of the model school

window in math class and you thought the world
was coming! (to Jamie Gilchrist)

SARAH H.

-full detention halls on Sat. nights

-Back to classes ... after breaks, bah! uh!

-Capt. Howard in Rifle Range: “Treat the rifle as a

lover!”

-My first snow-job by Froelich, Morgera, Rylander,

and Haitis (“the Kool gang” ’83)

-Our ‘puppy squash coach’ wearing Caroline’s

sweater

TIME.

-hot chocolate after dinner

-alumni weekends
-the dongon
-Grade 10 food party at 1:30 a.m.
-Bunny
-the log

-Jocko’s face

-cramming for exams
-Ski Day
-Fred’s sox

-L.C.C. Tournament

FRED

-“If after three strikes you’re out, I was out a long

time ago!!”
-“So, I look like John Lennon, Clarke Kent or Buddy

Holly??!”
-the psychiatrist knows!

!

-HEY, Jelly bean!
-The Bugbee Men
-ZIGGY

TIM B.

-oar first squash tournament (Phil)

-Kelly

-Mr. T.
e barn in the winter

Mr. S. living up to his nickname
-when wo^used to get some sleepffGr. 8-11)

-the KANG AR„00 CO0RTS
-MrsJ P. getting mad at us in the library

-late night talks in the ^moker'abriut sailing and sail-

boarding (Phil)

CtARl.OS

-The Reading Room
-3rd down punt at Ashbury
-the toilet bowl tank
-rtev.Penny!! ... If

-1 don’t anymore!!
-Elephant Map
-the Impossible Dream
-No excuse! f E tN. . -% >

*

-Chaps’ -ski boots *« ' '

-breakfast

-For all the good times and even the not so j

thanks a lotS.C., it was great

we were all waiting for Scott’s car with about. IOC

mil v ““

ton the bus
little,white bar
iG - red soccer

.B - they stoleifoT
loC
-to ri

lold it! ... O.K.
|r| Boyd
lei parties at I im Beal’s

bw Chaps was ajwavs late

,hen Naoki could n’t speak

3.RAHP:

the
‘

“DOWN to A.W.
:

ucanccrs won a game? (to C.P. and T.8.)

s picture got “blacked our”?
a catch from playing eyes in the Annex?
tap hew in; the infirmary (toC.H.)

ised the big - how from C.P. in your room? (to

viiowj who she is.)

m
Pat Q..
dow n t

we had 4 hours

yiiiof^^sies we ha

reunion. fViviane. Pam. Heidi, Angela
I .. r

weekend of Grad

v
. :k :

t wrong basket

-dieting

-Tia Ms

Hall
wA 'MA

of water left a clear“Tony Xenos had long

-The A Team



'aul Chan ;

loljard Des Ormet

Jonathan Chaplin
j

Woodbridge, Oman Brossard

Matthew Hard)

Jebba, Nigeria

Beatrice Chen
Stanstead, QuebecId, Massachi

1 AVSSTf,
George Chen
Stanstead, QuebecDonat

%C£ ?1

lachand I

lie, Ontario

Paul W! I-WUI li-

st~Foy, Quebec
’atricia Hernandez
pnto Domingo. Dominican Repit“

' Wm
’ily Hernandez
ianto Doming!

Louis Doire

Beauliarnois. Quebec tominican Republic

Lvnnea Duncan
Stanstead, Quebec

Sarah Hernandez
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

Nicole Hess

Mexico City, Mexico
Christian Duvert

nited Arab Emirates

iSMasiL
Patrick Duvert

United Arab Emirates

Robert Hirsh

1 ongcueil. Quebec

Scott Hospes
Stanstead, Quebec

Janet Edgar
Stanstead, Quebec

John Emms 1

Beaconsfield, Quebec
Kim Hunter
Vancouver,

danger

mebec
Jerome
Labelte, ilumbia

Anne lmbeau
HBelicien, Queb

Pierre Ene
LagosjNigexia

Timothy Eryou
Beebe, Quebec

:
Carroll Blois

debija^Nijeria .

. |

Jcthn Btois -v J
Jebba, Nigeria.

D^vid Bonn
Bvlontreal, Quebec

Annie

Uofta Innus ft
Piejrrefond^Qud^

Naoki Itoh M
Toronto, Qntaricf

Elizabeth Fantaye

Montreal, Quebec

Andrew Johnson
Lambeth|Ontario

Ulster

ealvQuebec

Jean-Frederick juster

Westmount, Quebec
Bernard Fleur >

Richmond, Quebec
'arie-J

:ontre;

Lissa Justem
Westmount, Quebec

orsythe

,
England

iarles Brown stein

Bartholomew Kasowski

Deauville, Quebec
He Fradet

re, Quebec

Michael Khalil

Montreal, Quei

i Lafreniere

udde Joliette,

Icrenqjfl

Dhahrin

Eric L afreniere

St-Zenon, Quebec

helLajoie

i fchatel, Quebec
PatnJ!

Santo

j

Hocas-T;

•uebec

Nikolai

Montri

Justin
Chambly, Quebec'uebec
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Jacqueline Sanderson

St-Lambert, QuebecPointe-C Riyadh, Saudi Aral

Billy Leconrples :

Brassard, Quebec
Ji-Ja Park

Montreal, Quebec
Nicholas Saparoff

Barton, Vermont

Pierre Legault

l av:il, Quebec
Kae-Ja Park

Montreal, Queb<

Carlos Perez

Miami, Florida

Andrew Schell

Pointe-Claire, Quebec

KarfS^ffesak

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

,epine

Quebec

Clifford Perlman
W estmourn ,

Quebec
Judah Levitt 1

Palm Beach, FI

Natalie Schlesak

Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Jeremy Loome
Luanda, Algeri;

Laura Peynado
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

Michael Singertnan

Montreal, Quebec

Penny Loome
Luanda, Algeri;

Margarita Peynado
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

l Eliane Soffer

•Caracas, Venezuela

Edward Lyon 1

Beloiei, Quebec
Sarah Pickard

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Jason St -Amour
Pointe-Claire, Quebec

Kristin MacPherson
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

John Pidoux
Laval, Quebec

Andrew Tenpas
Westmount, Quebec

Stephen Mcllroy Alain Piourde

Outremont, Quebec
Isabelle Tisseurlr ^

Ville De Lery, Quebec

Marc Tisseur

Ville De Lery, Quebec

Annie Tremblay

Ville De La llaie, Quebec

Marilene Tremblay
Rawdon, Quebec

Caroline McC'rae

Beaconsfield, Quebec
Jean-Francois Prieutr

Westmount, Quebec
r

Patrick Quinlan

West Palm Beach, FI

Andrea Mickie
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

Colin Mickie

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia
Richard Radnay

.

Hollywood, Florida

Sharmila Mohare
Montreal, Quebec

Lori Reynolds

Staesteati, Quebec
Aurelio Usechc

Caracas, Venezuela

Pierre Montminy
Levis, Quebec

Robert Reynolds
Westmount, Quebec

Brett Rheaume
Beaconsfield, Quebec

Richards

son. New Jersey

Caracas, Venezuela

Naomi Moores
Tubuk, Saudi Arabia

Dominic

Peter Morris |
Montreal, Quebec

Steven Morrison
Boucherviile, Quel

me Roberson
burn Heights, Quab!

Simon Walker
Stansteadj-Qat

Philip Nakis

Dollard Des Ormeaux
inn Rsbtnson
iba, Nigeria

Vlviamie Neumann
St-Lambert. Quebec

Kelly Robinson

Jebba, Nigeria

Johnny Wong
Kowloon, 1 lot

Susanna Ng
NorthPoint, Hor

Nathalie Roux
Arthabaska, Quebec

David Wu
Taiwan

Fammy Ng,

North Point, H
'ierre Roux y;

uthahaska, Quebec
Anthony

Ottilie Nienkainper

Toronto, Ontario

Miehiko Nohara
Westmount, Quebec

tul Sanchez

tgota, Columbia

Zubin Patithaki

Bellefeuille, Quebet
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WILLIAM STEWART

F.R.A.I.C. O.A.Q.

ARCHITECT

P.O. BOX 95
STANSTEAD, QUEBEC, JOB 3E0

TEL. 270-19 19

JC. ions JZtl

7 101 PARK AVE , #605
MONTREAL, QUE.

H3N 1X9

Good Luck to Graduates

P&M RESTAURANT

B-B-Q Chicken
Home cooked Foods

Fish & Chips
Orders to take out

Prop. PAUL CHAMBERLAIN
TEL 876-2183 ROCK ISLAND

COMPLIMENTS OF

MR. AND MRS.

HYMAN BROWNSTEIN

COMPLIMENTS OF

G.R. BOUCHARD, M.D.

ROCK ISLAND, QUEBEC

Bur : (819) 274-2433
274-2435

LuIZ'Srr^

R6s.: (819) 274-2500

LA MINERVE CO LABELLE
JOT 1 SO

BOIS FRANC • BOIS MOU

Louis-Georges Belanger, president

COMPLIMENTS OF A FRIEND.

8 CHURCH STREET, ROCK ISLAND BOX 130, ROCK ISLAND JOB 2K0

HEAD OFFICE 819-876-5153 BOX 389, MANSONVILLE JOE 1X0

WEST EDITION 514-292-3100 BOX 491, DERBY LINE VT. 05830

Quebec’s oldest weekly

The Journal
SERVING MEMPHREMAGOG MRC
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GOOD LUCK TO THE GRADUATES

AL-TERRA ENG. LTD.

873 ALDER AVE.
SHERWOOD PARK, ALBERTA

%
Sautier

inc.

LIBRAIRIE — PAPETERIE

STATIONERY
CADEAUX — GIFTS

TEL. 819/563-7676

67 WELLINGTON NORD
SHERBROOKE, QUE.
J1H 5A9

T6l6phone

Bur. 563-3141

Salon cI(ene

Specialites: Coupes et Permanentes

Cuts and Permanents

6171, BOUL. BOURQUE
ROCK FOREST, QUE. - JOB 2J0

nmmnoH

Rene Lussier, Prop.
APPOINTMENTS 876-2363

22 CHURCH STREET
ROCK ISLAND. QU£.

PIERRE LE PROHON
(819) 864-4255

563-4191

COMPLIMENTS OF

BORDER PETROLEUM

DIV. of ULTRAMAR CANADA INC.

FUELOIL SALES AND SERVICE

1 PIERCE AVE., STANSTEAD, QUE.

COMPLIMENTS OF

ROGER LAFONTAINE
PHARMACIEN — PHARMACIST
ROCK ISLAND. QUE. 876-2312
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COMPLIMENTS OF

NORTHERN LIFE

ASSURANCE
CO. LTD.

J. ROMEO BRAULT

8001 DORCHESTER ST. W.

MONTREAL, QUEBEC



HOWARTH INC.

SPECIALIZING IN SCHOOL OUTFITS

FOR PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOLS

V3?

r-'r-'.-i

x <

V

Howarth Inc. is a
Montreal tradition.

They have dressed
generations of

families beginning
with scnool
uniforms for

private and public

schools, both
English and

French, through
to custom made
suits and shirts.

The sort of outfit

that always looks

right. Under one
roof you can

outfit the whole
family.

.
''-4.

r ^ *>*.«%

mm

HOWARTH INC
1444 St. Catherine St. W.

Montreal, Quebec
Tel: 861-9243

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
COMPLIMENTARY INDOOR PARKING ENTRANCE 1255 MacKAY
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5!

Have you
checked your
pension fund
performance?

For over 25 years, BOLTON TREMBLAY
has built a sound reputation for invest-

ment management for institutional

funds, using the work developed by the

late Hamilton Bolton on market trends,

as well as fundamental analysis of

individual securities.

The investment team comprises a
balance of well motivated professionals

in three offices across Canada.

In recognition of the importance and
rapid growth of Pension Funds, a major
effort has been made in recent years
to provide specialized services to this

area.

For information call:

MONTREAL - Jean-Luc Landry
1100 University Street, Suite 800
Montreal (Quebec) H3B 4K5 (514) 875-7150

TORONTO - Ian T. Scott, C.F.A.

1 First Canadian Place, Suite 2500, P.O. Box 53
Toronto, Ontario M5X 1A9 (416) 864-1480

CALGARY - Brian Gallen, C.F.A.

P.O. Box 9477, Bow Valley Square
Calgary, Alberta T2P 2R9 (403) 237-0373

M
BOLTON TREMBLAY INC.
Investment Consultants and Managers

WITH AN ASSIST
FROM THE COMMERCE

<»>
CANADIAN IMPERIAL

BANK OF COMMERCE

COMPLIMENTS OF

GISSER’S

DISTRIBUTING

COMPANY

“BUYING AND SELLING ALL
KINDS OF YARN”

MONTREAL, QUEBEC
TEL: (514) 744-6495
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THE JORDACHE LOOK

TAM O'SHANTER TEXTILES LTD./LES TEXTILESTAM O'SHANTER LTEE

9250 Ave du Parc, Montreal, Que. H2N 2A1 • Tel.: (514) 381-8641 Telex: 05-827742
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COMPLIMENTS OF

Joel Bonn
Institvt International de Lecture Dynamique

International Dynamic Reading Institute

instituto Internacionai oe Lectura Dmamica
Internationales Institut tur dynamisches Lesen

Internacia Instituto por Lego Dinamika

Mezinarodni institut dynamickeho ctent

218 Station“B”

Montreal

Canada H3B3K9

$

H

844-1941

V
V
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WALLMASTER CLEANING SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL, JANITORIAL

5082 NOTRE DAME WEST
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

937-6197

LES VETEMENTS DE SPORT B.N. LTEE.

VETEMENTS DE SPORTS POUR HOMMES,
FEMMES ET ENFANTS.

163 AVENUE VAN HORNE
MONTREAL, QUEBEC. H2T 2J2

273-3143
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COMPLIMENTS OF

ETIENNE FOURNIER
PHARMAC1EN PHARMACIST
21 SOUL. NOTRE DAME Q7C. c a-| •<

ROCK ISLAND. QUE O/V 301 I

COMPLIMENTS OF

J. ROMEO BRAULT C.L.U. L.I.E.B.

BYGONE BABIES

doll museum
and gift shop

4 8 MAIN ST. E.

LAMBETH, ONT. NOL ISO

ON HWYS 2+4

(SI 9) 6 52.- 92-40

TUES-SAT 10-5

CLOSED SUN-MON

COMPLIMENTS OF

DR. PAUL LANDRY

DENTAL SURGEON
CHIRURGIEN DENTISTE

34 DUFFERIN, STANSTEAD, QUE.

All Bon Marche

LADIES’, MEN’S, CHILDREN’S
WEAR

SPORTING GOODS

45 KING STREET WEST, SHERBROOKE

For the finest in photography

SMITH PHOTO
STUDIO REG’D

Rock-Island, P.Q.

Tel.: 819-876-2495

Francine Dupont

Commercial, Wedding, Aerial,

Portrait, Advertising
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ytata/m& £/. ^CsA/h/s jfte&

Specialiste pour tout genre de voyages avec
vehicules scolaires et vehicules adaptes.

Pour reservation composez: 838-5086 ou
838-4248

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE GRADUATES

DELTA COMERCIAL, C. POR A.

SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Bcl<
Heberi

er
COMPTABLES AGREES

COMPLIMENTS OF
A. JACKSON NOBLE, c.a.

234, rue Dufferin

Suite 400
Sherbrooke (Quebec)

J1H 4M2
819/563-2331

COLBY, RIOUX & DEMERS
BARRISTERS 5. SOLICITORS

JOHN H. E. COLBY, Q. C.

MICHEL E. RIOUX, Q. C.

PAUL M. DEMERS
W. G. WHITTAKER
MONIQUE DIONNE
ROBERT E. CHARBONNEAU
DAVID P. CREVIER
FRANQOIS-J. PEPIN
MICHAEL C. MARTIN
PHILIPPE LABELLE
VERA MESENZEW

CANADIAN IMPERIAL BANK OF COMMERCE BUILDING

SUITE 3301-1155 DORCHESTER BOULEVARD WEST

MONTREAL H 3 B 3TI, CANADA

CABLE ADDRESS "TERFOS"

TELEX 05-2-4211

TELEPHONE 866-4301

AREA CODE 514
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La Brochette Laurier

M. and Mme. Breault

PhersonDr. and Mrs. Willia

Stanstead Historical Society

Stanstead Primary Chapter IODE

Mrs. Sarah A. Stevenson

Tricots Gerrard Canada, Ltee.

M. and Mrs. Antoine Turmel

Francine Valois

FROM A FRIEND

PAGE SPONSO

Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand Fradet

pa

----- *****



Autographs

POINTED 8*
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